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european microfinance Week is a 

well-established key event in the micro-

finance sector’s calendar. organised by 

the european microfinance platform 

(e-mFp), it gathers e-mFp members 

and other interested professionals 

from related sectors to debate, share 

experiences and opinions on current 

issues pertaining to microfinance in 

developing countries. on the theme of 

“Building Responsible partnerships”, 

the 2010 event gathered 351 partici-

pants from 51 countries.

a combination of plenary, workshop 

and roundtable sessions made for lively 

exchanges and productive discussions. 

Feedback from the event was very posi-

tive, ensuring european microfinance 

Week’s position as the unique meeting 

point for european microfinance actors, 

providing a dynamic forum and the op-

portunity to contribute to the progress 

of the sector.

this report condenses the viewpoints, 

debate and energy of the two day 

event. We invite you to look back on 

these inspiring days of microfinance 

discussion and we look forward to wel-

coming you to an equally stimulating 

european microfinance Week, 2nd – 4th 

november 2011.

We wish you an enjoyable read!

marc Bichler Christoph pausch

Chairman executive secretary
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TUeSdAY 30Th noVeMBer 2010

opening plenaRY: FinanCial inClusion and the millennium  
deVelopment goals: the Role oF miCRoFinanCe

Moderator christoph pauscH (executive secretary e-mFp)

speakers david Morrison (executive secretary unCdF)

 nixon buGo (programme officer innovative Finance agRa)

 axel dE VillE (Chairman e-mFp)

prEsEntations

Christoph pausCh opened this session by 
welcoming all participants, in particular 
the numerous new members of the 
european microfinance platform attend-
ing their first european microfinance 
Week. european microfinance Week 
2010 offered yet another unique opportu-
nity for consultation between members 
and non-members in the framework of 
the dynamic programme for the two day 
event. he commented that in addition to 
the 3rd european microfinance award 
Ceremony, the general meeting of e-mFp 
members and the plenary sessions there 
would be maximum opportunity to learn 
and share experiences in five parallel 
workshop/roundtable sessions. mr. pausch 
also shortly presented two new e-mFp 
publications; the european microfinance 
actors directory 2010 and european 
dialogue no. 3. he concluded that sharing 
and interaction can effectively lead to new 
partnerships, thus contributing to the 
millennium development goals (mdgs).

david moRRison congratulated e-mFp 
on bringing so many people together and 
offering so many interesting themes in 
the programme for european microfi-
nance Week. he referred to the mdgs as 
an important reminder of our tasks ahead 
and emphasised that financial inclusion is 
a strong enabler for achieving other 
mdgs. Whereas impact studies focus on 
microfinance rather than on its impact on 
other mdgs, it is important to measure 
and validate these impacts to sustain and 
consolidate efforts. understanding these 
relationships requires further research and 
more data. 

mr. morrison reiterated the need for more 
coordination, in particular also in standard 
setting. he also mentioned financial 
inclusion and financial integrity do not 
necessarily have two separate agendas. in 
this respect he advocated for coordination 
within national contexts, to define who 
will lead the agenda and to define the 
national mechanisms of coordination. he 
elaborated on issues such as the link 
between microfinance and sme finance, 
the good development potential of 
savings and on payment systems as the 
backbone of financial services systems. 
inclusive finance must be about responsi-
ble financing and investing. in this respect 
e-mFp can contribute by continuing to: 

•	 Promote	responsible	financing	practice	
(advocacy, information) 

•	 Encourage	innovation	through	a	range	
of services in the development world 
(e.g. cash-to-account remittances)

•	 Link	expertise	and	experiences	from	
different actors and organisations.

nixon Bugo (replacing akin adesina, 
Vice-president of agRa) thanked e-mFp 
for the opportunity to present agRa, the 
alliance for a green Revolution in africa. 
mr. Bugo explained how agRa, as a 
partnership organisation, aims to offer a 
comprehensive value chain approach for 
rural agricultural development in africa. 
With a range of challenges in agricultural 
financing, it is crucial to unlock access to 
finance for developing the agriculture 
sector in africa. in this respect, agRa 
works with banks to initiate innovative 
incentive mechanisms for agricultural 
lending. in this way, it has successfully 
leveraged us$ 170 million in new lending 
to agriculture from commercial banks in 
Kenya, tanzania, uganda, ghana and 
mozambique, by using us$ 16 million in 
risk-sharing facilities. this has also helped 
in lowering interest rates charged by the 
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banks, while its programmes have also 
contributed to lowering default rates of 
loan beneficiaries.

Based on initial successes, agRa, with the 
support of pricewaterhouseCoopers and 
other partners, is establishing an impact 
investing Fund, to open up sustainable 
financing facilities for small, medium and 
large-scale farmers and other parts of 
agricultural value chains. important 
components of the fund include a risk 
sharing facility, insurance products such as 
weather and crop insurance, technical 
assistance, a bank incentive mechanism 
and impact measurement metrics. the 
initiative is expected to lead to a system-
atic change in lending and a reduction in 
interest rates and transaction costs 
through appropriate mediation processes 
and delivery mechanisms.

2. sticking with the principles of 
microfinance and inclusiveness in order 
to improve the lives of the vulnerable, 
hence the importance of social 
performance issues. this is why e-mFp 
promotes partnerships and supports 
initiatives such as “the smart 
Campaign” and “microfinance 
transparency”.

3. Communicating better about 
successes, failures and challenges, 
such as on financial inclusion and 
contributing to the mdgs, for which 
two approaches can be considered:
a. improving access to financial 

services; strengthening regulation 
that also promotes inclusiveness, 
combined with subsidies and 
investments to strengthen capaci-
ties.

b. linking microfinance services to the 
various mdgs, based on partner-
ships that can reach the poor and 
including such issues as health 
services and climate change. With 
its membership and multi-stake-
holder dimension, e-mFp contrib-
utes to the mdg “building global 
partnerships for development”.

axel de Ville concluded by thanking all 
members and staff for their support and 
collaboration in establishing and 
expanding e-mFp. he added that he had 
enjoyed chairing the organisation for the 
past four years and now passed this task 
on to others.

discussion and conclusions

a representative from iFad remarked that 
in order to contribute to the mdgs much 
work is needed regarding financial infra -
structure and linking financial institutions 
and community-based finance.  
mr. morrison commented that indeed 
much is needed in respect to regula-
tory and policy frameworks, and retail 
networks and links for achieving financial 
inclusion. mr. de Ville added that the 
e-mFp discussions are contributing to 
evolution - microfinance is a developing 
industry requiring corrective measures in 
the process of maturing.

the discussion then turned to the role of 
technical assistance in agRa’s impact 
investment Fund. mr. Bugo explained that 
the assistance is geared to value chain 
finance development through innovative 
mechanisms such as insurance products, 
impact measurement metrics and bank 
incentive mechanisms.

axel de Ville was pleased to once more 
open the european microfinance Week, 
underlining the importance of the mdgs 
and the need to learn from the continu-
ous development of the microfinance 
sector, even when it faces crises such as 
the one in india. according to mr. de 
Ville, the microfinance industry can offer 
three response mechanisms to crises as a 
result of systematic failures:

1. learning from these failures to 
improve practices. in this respect it is 
important to partner with universities 
and researchers, not so much for 
long-term academic research but more 
for practical and field research oriented 
studies.
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RisK management FoR mFis: lessons leaRned FRom  
the implementation oF “the RisK management FaCilitY” (RmF)

speakers alex silVa (omtrix/Risk management Facility-RmF)

prEsEntations

this session, prepared by alex silVa on 
the Risk management Facility, a donor-
funded technical assistance facility in 
latin-america and the Caribbean, was an 
opportunity to join two luxemburgish 
initiatives in the area of microfinance, 
e-mFp’s european microfinance Week and 
the microfinance Risk management 
workshop organized by ada, attF and 
pRim. this workshop has been organized 
yearly by these partners to provide 
professional training about risk manage-
ment to a selection of leading mFis 
already engaged in a process of setting-
up or improving their risk management 
procedures. the first workshop in 2008 
was the result of a survey on this subject 
after an interactive session at the 2006 
european microfinance Week.

mr. silva continued by presenting the 
Facility, which is administered by omtrix 
and supported by various international 
donors. it aims to provide risk manuals, 
management tools and training to mFis, 
based on international standards and best 
practices, tailored to meet the needs and 
realities of the microfinance industry and 
taking also into account national 
regulations and contexts. it addresses 
credit risks, market risk (stemming from 
interest rates, foreign exchange, and 
prices), operational risk, liquidity risk and 
other risks such as reputational and legal 
risks. he explained the procedures and 
organizational structure of the facility and 
that the facility has assisted 17 mFis in 8 
countries, since its inception in 2008. this 
session gave mr. silva an opportunity to 
share his experience and show what 
pitfalls should be avoided, principally 
linked to poor information systems and 
data, weak organization of the function 
and finally un-adapted processes, 
including communication.

the session was quite interactive, due to 
the number of emW participants who 
attended it and the importance of the 
subject today in the microfinance sector. 
as a conclusion, alex silva informed 
participants that due to its success, there 
are discussions between the different 
initiators to duplicate or extend this 
initiative into africa to provide the 
microfinance industry in this region with 
better perspectives for sustainability.
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the smaRt Campaign and the pRinCiples FoR Client pRoteCtion  
in miCRoFinanCe: assessing the pRogRess, implementing the  
pRinCiples thRough the analYsis oF Case studies

Moderator Jessica scHicks (solvay Brussels school of economics and management)

speakers isabelle barrÈs (the smart Campaign)

 Vanessa MEndEZ (planis)

 Jami Hubbard (idlo)

 Ging lEdEsMa (oikocredit)

prEsEntations

Jessica sChiCKs introduced the context 
of this session, highlighting the impor-
tance of customer protection to the 
microfinance industry, especially consider-
ing the ongoing commercialisation of the 
sector and the current crisis in some 
regions.

isabelle BaRRÈs presented the main 
principles and the status quo of the 
smart Campaign, a global campaign 
supported by microfinance leaders 
committed to the principles of client 
protection. it facilitates the full integration 
of client protection principles into the 
operations of mFis, networks, associations 
and other stakeholders. these principles 
revolve around avoiding risks to the client, 
including; preventing over-indebtedness, 
transparent and responsible pricing, 
appropriate collection practices, ethical 
(mFi) staff behaviour, client complaint 
mechanisms and privacy of client data. 
ms. Barrès pointed out that the smart 

Campaign is gaining ground at this 
important moment in the history of 
microfinance. on one hand, internal and 
external stakeholders increasingly demand 
accountability and transparency from 
mFis. this is especially relevant in light of 
the over-indebtedness crisis experienced 
in many countries and the reputational 
risk the industry is suffering. on the other 
hand, client protection mechanisms are 
necessary due to the rapid growth of 
microfinance and because they are good 
for business.

ms. Barrès also introduced the different 
tools offered by the smart Campaign to 
mFis and networks. these tools, such as 
Webinars, “getting started Question-
naires”, “smartnotes” and “smart 
lending”, are continuously developed to 
guide financial institutions in integrating 
client protection into their systems and 
processes.

Vanessa mendeZ (replacing maud 
saVaRY-moRnet) continued by present-

ing the theme of client protection from a 
lender’s viewpoint. she linked the issue of 
client over-indebtedness to the global 
economic slowdown and the crisis in 
microfinance which has led to a sharp 
increase in portfolio at risks and tension 
between regulators and practitioners. 
increasing client over-indebtedness has 
several underlying causes. the global 
economic slowdown hit emerging 
countries hard, causing a decline in jobs, 
income and revenues, making it difficult 
for microfinance clients to repay their 
debts. a slowdown in remittances also 
caused over-indebtedness, either directly 
or indirectly affecting mFis. over-indebt-
edness also has its roots in factors such as 
mFis taking on new activities without 
appropriate methodologies, insufficient 
mFi management capacities and a weak 
regulatory and supervision system. in 
addressing the issue, the main challenge 
lies in the lack of coordinated efforts by 
mFis, which are still hesitant to share 
sensitive information. she indicated that 
overcoming over-indebtedness requires an 
increased use and promotion of credit 
bureaus, a further dialogue between 
regulators and mFis, improving credit 
methodologies, improving risk awareness 
at all levels and developing social 
performance management. 
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Jami huBBaRd contextualized mFis in the 
legal framework on client protection and 
indicated that the microfinance industry is 
currently not doing enough for clients. 
mFis and the industry could benefit from 
customer protection, while also increasing 
client satisfaction and empowerment. 
one of the hurdles idlo identified for 
implementing client protection mechan-
isms is the confusion on domestic 
consumer law and conflicting regulation. 
idlo assessed consumer protection law 
for financial services in five countries; 
india, Colombia, Cameroon, Kenya and 
egypt. these case studies resulted from a 
joint effort between lawyers and 
university partners, analysing the theory 
and practice of law. overall, they revealed 
gaps such as the misuse of loan docu-
ments, hyper-collateralization, a lack of 
internal dispute resolution, an imbalance 
between creditor and debtor rights and 
abusive debt-collection mechanisms.  
ms. hubbard pointed out that the  
smart Campaign should not be the only 
initiative for client protection in the 
microfinance industry and called for 
further involvement of networks. 
including mediation and insurance 
mechanisms is vital, as well as a complaint 
windows at a country’s central bank or 
microfinance network. other recommen-
dations were creating legal clinics 
supported by law students and microfi-
nance networks offering clear standard-
ised contracts to members.

ging ledesma brought the investor’s 
perspective, by explaining how oikocredit 
incorporated client protection principles in 
its work. ms. ledesma stressed the 
importance of client protection in the 
changing microfinance environment and 
related it to the debate on impact. 
oikocredit endorsed the Client protection 
principles in 2008 and subsequently 
circulated them to its partners and 
surveyed the level of compliance among 
its partners. oikocredit included a clause 
on the smart Campaign’s principles in its 
investment contracts. these principles are 
assessed through oikocredit’s environ-
mental, social and governance (esg) 
scorecard, which is integrated in due 
diligence processes and requires a clear 
code of conduct for partners and 
transparency of costs to clients. oikocredit 
noticed that mFis need support and 
guidance regarding mechanisms for client 
protection and therefore now offers 
training and workshops to partners to 
perform self-assessments and set-up 
mechanisms for client feedback. a 
remaining challenge is the need for 
harmonisation of client protection 
assessment between service providers and 
investors, requiring ratings, audits and 
assessment procedures to be developed 
at a global level.

discussion and conclusions

the discussion first revolved around the 
role of the smart Campaign in the 
context of self-help groups. ms. Barrès 
clarified that tools, such as those 
addressing lending processes, can 
potentially be adapted to group-lending 
methodology, but there is still room for 
improvement in applying the smart 
Campaign’s tools to different contexts. 
next, the floor discussion turned to the 
possibility to certify mFis that adopt the 
smart Campaign principles. the question 
was whether this type of certification 
could have a negative consequence on 
non-certified mFis. smart Campaign 
certification is still being discussed with 
different stakeholders, keeping in mind 
that the Campaign aims to provide 
incentives and not to harm to mFis. 

ms. schicks concluded the session by 
acknowledging that a wide range of 
players in the microfinance industry have 
taken up the challenge of developing 
client protection mechanisms. at the 
same time, numerous open topics remain 
or require further detailing and fine 
tuning to the needs of the sector. in a 
next step, the industry will need to align 
the various efforts under way, create a 
mechanism for accountability and 
promote implementation.
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prEsEntations

guillermo BaQueRo of esmt stated that 
increased competition in many micro-
finance markets is becoming an important 
topic for mFis and investors alike. While 
competition can benefit clients through 
increasing service levels and decreasing 
prices, mFis often lack full insight into 
their clients, while clients lack insight on 
their options. Competition in the 
microfinance market can have important 
unintended results.

malika hamadi of luxembourg school of 
Finance presented a paper1 on the effects 
of increased competition on the microfi-
nance sector. the paper considered 
effects on mFi costs, revenues and 
outreach and related these to mFi 
characteristics, such as size, age and 
region. indicators for outreach were loan 
size, outreach to women and credit 
availability. the data-set incorporated 380 
mFis from 67 countries and provided valu-
able insight into changes in market 
concentration in these countries. this 
ranged from a strong reduction in 
concentration in most countries, while in 
a few cases, market concentration 
actually increased over the last years.

the project showed that competition 
reduces mFi revenue, but as their costs 
are reduced to an even larger degree, 
competition actually results in increased 
profitability. literature on the banking 
sector supported this outcome, by 
showing how low competition takes away 
incentives for management to increase 
efficiency and innovate. there were 
however, significant differences between 
types of mFis, with older and larger mFis 
performing better in competitive 
environments and there were also 
regional differences. the outcomes on 
outreach were mixed. on one hand, 
competition led to larger loan size as mFis 
try to cut costs, resulting in less access to 
low-income lenders and women. on the 
other hand, overall outreach increased as 
mFis are trying to access new markets.

according to marcus FeddeR and irina 
ignatieVa competition is a catalyst for 
innovation and improvement, a cause of 
systemic risks of over-borrowing and 
defaults, but is not a deterrent to social 
outreach. this they consider to be a 
management decision of the mFi. they 
also point at wider competitive tendencies 
affecting the sector. increased competi-
tion between miVs reduces financing 
costs and leads to differentiation. some 
miVs attract new capital by promising 
high returns. as such, they can only invest 
in highly profitable mFis, while competing 
with social investors for finance. there is 
also competition to use mFis for other 
purposes, for example to deliver social 
services. although these competitive 
tendencies are affecting many microfi-
nance markets, mr. Fedder explained that 
certain markets, most rural markets, 
remain underserved. 

they discussed that competition leads to 
lower prices, increased productivity and 
innovation and the mFi focussing on its 

core strengths and meeting local client 
needs. on the other hand, in increasingly 
competitive environments it is difficult to 
guard against over-borrowing and the 
resulting increase in defaults, which could 
result in systemic risks and a possible 
(political) backlash against non-sustaina-
ble practices. although industry codes 
and standards, credit bureaus and 
regulatory supervision are important to 
safeguard against such problems, they are 
not infallible. solutions should be sought 
in terms of self-restraint by mFis, in 
business models that focus on both 
financial and social returns and close 
partnerships between financial institutions 
and miVs. For ms. ignatieva, an ideal 
partnership incorporates both high levels 
of collaboration, but also application of 
shared principles. this was the approach 
in the partnership of Concern Worldwide 
and agora microfinance partners. they 
first defined areas where interests 
overlapped (relating to target popula-
tions, regions, products and services) and 
then defined a shared strategic vision. ms. 
ignatieva showed how such a shared 
vision between partners can ensure 
continued social outreach in a competitive 
environment through the example of 
amK in Cambodia. While competition 
puts pressure on social policies of mFis, a 
clear strategic vision and management 
commitment allows for continued focus 
on the poor. 

the miCRoFinanCe pRomise: Would it suRViVe inCReased Competition?

Moderator Guillermo baQuEro (european school of management and technology (esmt))

speakers Malika HaMadi (luxembourg school of Finance)

 irina iGnatiEVa (Concern Worldwide)

 Marcus fEddEr (agora microfinance partners)

1. guillermo BaQueRo, malika hamadi and andréas heinen, 2010, “the microfinance promise: Would it survive increased competition?”,  
 mimeo. this paper is part of a larger ongoing research project entitled “the Financing of microfinance institutions and outreach” funded  
 by the FnR in partnership with ada.
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discussion and conclusions

mr. Baquero kicked off the discussion by 
indicating that cost reduction puts 
pressure on outreach to poor populations. 
solutions exist, such as cross-subsidising 
from more profitable intervention areas, 
but these need to fit in the social strategy 
of an mFi. ms. ignatieva related this to 
the question of impact. high financial 
returns may be justified if they are 
balanced with as high, or higher, social 
returns. on the question how we can 
decide fair pricing if impacts on income 
and assets are unknown, ms. ignatieva 
responded that to this end one can use 
the concept of social returns. social 
returns can be measured as change in 
clients’ financial assets, other assets and 
expenditure. to begin with, mFis should 
be able to measure and use change in 
clients’ savings over time as a proxy for 
the change in clients’ financial assets. if 
clients’ financial assets grow at the same, 
or higher, rate as return on equity, this 
can be used an indication that the level of 
pricing is fair. a further comment was 
that competition, when leading to 
reduced costs to clients, is always good. 
ms. hamadi countered that lower interest 
rates are related to larger loan size and 
therefore can lead to exclusion.

mr. Baquero turned the discussion to the 
need for subsidies and whether the 
principle of self-sufficiency needs to be 
challenged to ensure social outreach. mr. 
Fedder indicated that grants are not free 
and might be unnecessary. the grant 
giver has an agenda, which may not 
match the objectives of the grantee. 

grantees also incur costs for application 
and reporting requirements. Cross-subsi-
dising is a viable option for socially-driven 
mFis, while grants can negatively 
influence the mFis business culture. 
grants are useful when limited to system 
development benefitting the entire mFi 
sector in a country, such as establishing 
credit bureaus, or developing effective 
tools and instruments which allow mFis to 
work more cost-effectively with the poor. 
ms. ignatieva added that as subsidies dry 
up, mFis need to focus on other funding 
sources that allow them to retain a social 
focus, such as equity investments of 
like-minded investors. the discussion then 
turned to the relation between outreach 
figures and the percentage of people 
which actually need financial services. mr. 
Fedder agreed that the potential need is 

not fully apparent from outreach 
percentages; also considering low rural 
outreach in many countries. a last 
comment related back to the role of 
regulators and aggressive lending 
practices of miVs on over-indebtedness of 
mFis. mr. Fedder agreed that regulators 
are responsible for setting maximum 
leverage levels, but that mFi boards are 
responsible for deciding funding needs 
and negotiating the right terms with the 
right miV.

mr. Baquero concluded that more 
research is needed to determine the 
influence of competitiveness and how 
socially-driven mFis can continue to 
adhere to their mission. he stressed the 
importance of codes of conduct, credit 
bureaus and regulatory frameworks to 
support continued outreach.
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miCRoFinanCe Role in ConFliCt and post natuRal disasteR aReas

Moderator Wolfgang bückEr (gtZ)

speakers Michaël knautE (oxus development network)

 philippe sErrEs (aFd)

 roshaneh Zafar (Kashf Foundation)

prEsEntations

Wolfgang BÜCKeR welcomed the panel 
and the participants and opened the 
session by referring to three typical 
characteristics of post-conflict/disaster 
situations: 

1. infrastructure and services are gone
2. the economic setting has completely 

changed (household and business 
assets, lack of trust)

3. psychological effects (caused by death, 
fear, separation, violence)

philippe seRRes presented aFd’s 
perspective on “microfinance in Fragile 
states”, also relating to natural disasters. 
Based on the World Bank liCus list (low 
income Countries under stress) with 
some adjustments, aFd conducted a 
study in 2009 which identified the 
following main features of fragile states; 
weak state policies and institutions, very 
weak socio-economic indicators and high 
prevalence of conflict and political 
instability. Whereas microfinance offers 
attractive prospects in fragile states and 
mFis have shown resilience in crisis and 
fragile environments, specific challenges 

need to be dealt with. in addition to 
listing a number of lessons learned from a 
donor perspective, mr. serres also 
indicated the potential role donors can 
play in such situations, such as promoting 
good practices in microfinance and 
support at sector level. in this sense, aFd 
has been diversifying services, expanding 
the number of countries served and the 
financial contributions committed. the 
main lesson that can be drawn from this 
experience is the need to offer a diversi-
fied set of financial products, from grants, 
to guarantees, loans and equity as mFis 
grow in a fragile environment. this 
support needs to be provided in the long 
run. 

Roshaneh ZaFaR showed a video on the 
natural disaster in pakistan and the 
subsequent responses, which in her 
opinion best displayed the unimaginable 
magnitude of this recent disaster. she 
referred to the high price increases for 
basic necessities and staple foods as 
shown by the sensitive price index, 
creating a mind-set of dependency and 
high inflation rates. in addition to 

communities being directly affected by 
loss of life, property and savings, they are 
also impacted by price hikes, food 
inflation and aid strategies. ms. Zafar 
therefore advocated for diversified 
strategies for directly (“beyond business 
as usual”) and for indirectly (“improving 
on business as usual scenarios”) affected 
communities. With a reference to a 
formula, “impact of disaster = Vulnerabil-
ity x natural disaster”, she mentioned 
that microfinance helps reduce vulnerabil-
ity, thus mitigating the impact of the 
disaster on low-income households. 
microfinance helps low income house-
holds build social safety nets. if flood 
affected households in pakistan had had 
access to affordable and client driven 
savings products, they would have been 
in a much better financial position today. 
in other words, access to financial services 
including credit, savings and insurance 
can enable households to manage the 
impact of natural disasters. some mFis 
even undertake direct relief services. ms. 
Zafar concluded with some examples of 
support given by the Kashf Foundation 
after the august 2010 flooding.
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michaël Knaute began by explaining 
that oXus is a specialised microfinance 
split-off from aCted. to illustrate 
microfinance’s role in crisis-affected areas, 
he presented three case studies; on 
Kyrgyzstan, afghanistan and the dRC, 
with the key assumption that there are 
many cases of successful mFis in 
crisis-affected areas. although micro-
finance can be recognised as a key- 
recovery or development tool, there are 
several key success factors needed to 
bring out this potential and lessons to be 
learned. the short-lived political and 
ethnical crisis in Kyrgyzstan in 2010 
showed the resilience of mFis and their 
clients, the importance of having strong 
actors and good collaboration amongst 
them and dialogue, partnership and 

creativity, linked with grants, to support 
affected clients. the very strong growth 
of the afghan microfinance sector from 
its beginnings in 2004 to usd 100 million 
in 2008, illustrated the need for profes-
sionalization and risk-management before 
focusing on growth. the case of dRC 
demonstrated that donors and govern-
ment are still uncomfortable with 
microfinance in post-conflict situations. 
hence, there is a need for international 
actors who can help professionalise the 
sector and leverage donor funding. in 
summary, mr. Knaute pointed to the fact 
that the diversity of crisis situations also 
requires diversity in approaches.

discussion and conclusions

When asked about the way money-trans-
fers work in the Kashf Foundation, ms. 
Zafar responded that this is done through 
an agents’ network and an m-pesa model 
of mobile banking. in response to the 
disaster much effort has been put into 
making the affected people credit-worthy 
and resolving basic needs. Furthermore, 
she explained the merits of supplying 
money in tranches with built-in triggers, 

and first working with small pilot projects. 
due to the difficulty of raising funds for 
emergency services, they established a 
bank to start working with a savings-
model.

on a question concerning the potential of 
micro-insurance in conflict and disaster 
situations, mr. Knaute replied that there is 
not yet much experience in this respect. 
mr. serres mentioned an example from 
madagascar. in general, the panel agreed 
that crisis-affected areas are highly 
different in circumstances and contexts, 
including political risks and thus require 
diversified responses. assuming that mFis 
can be instrumental in the recovery 
phase, sharing and learning is needed to 
articulate appropriate responses.

miCRoFinanCe Funding: neW deVelopments and Challenges

Moderator Edvardas buMstEinas (eiB/e-mFp)

speakers roland doMinicÉ (symbiotics)

 Mary Ellen iskEndErian (Women’s World Banking)

 cyrille parant (microfis)

 sophie WiEsnEr (ada)

levels at miV level in comparison with 
domestic capital markets. mr. dominicé 
concluded that miVs have successfully 
passed their first main test but are now 
exposed to “real” investor challenges.

sophie WiesneR presented some 
highlights of the widely distributed ada 
discussion paper no. 2, which reviewed 
the performance of seven top miVs. the 
most notable observation is a continued 
double concentration practice; over the 
last few years, 86% of the funding of 
these established miVs concentrated in 
the 250 largest and most mature mFis 
and 78% of the funding concentrated in 
the 3 most mature microfinance regions 

prEsEntations

Roland dominiCÉ began his presentation 
with an overview of the growth of capital 
mobilized by microfinance investment 
Vehicles (miVs) domiciled in luxembourg. 
over the last five years a continued trend 
towards capital intake can be observed, 
from roughly usd 0.5 billion to well over 
3 billion, but also a trend towards 
growing liquidity challenge. to date 
approximately one billion dollars, or a 
third of mobilized funds, remains 
un-invested. moreover, overall yield curves 
are declining due to increased competi-
tion in the market and rather conservative 
investment policies indicating higher costs 
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(eastern europe and Central asia, latin 
america and the Caribbean, east asia and 
the pacific). this concentration, however, 
is not without its own risk. excess funding 
creates a pressure for mFis to place their 
funds and pushes them to lower their 
lending standards. the ada paper 
advocates for miVs to support capital 
placements with high potential newcom-
ers, while improving risk management 
capacities and also asks for more 
independent non-financial assistance of 
mFis. 

mary ellen isKendeRian of Women’s 
World Banking (WWB) concurred that 
there appears to be sufficient capital for 
microfinance available in the market, but 
cited research by Cgap which shows 
continued over-dependency on capital in 
hard currency. in addition, WWB research 
indicates a strong link between capital 
providers and mFis’ ability to remain 
mission focused. 

WWB recently decided to place direct 
investments in its affiliated mFis. overall, 
mFis need long term unsecured debt 
finance offered in local currency against a 
fixed rate that is transparent in pricing 
and comes with standardized reporting 
and covenants. increasingly, foreign 
investors are living up to these needs. in 
case of equity placements it is critical that 
missions are aligned and that outreach, 
especially to women, remains a central 
objective. Currently, equity investors too 
readily rely on standard success models 
that tend to overlook a special focus on 
women, drive up average loan sizes, rely 
heavily on collateral and loan officer 

discussion and conclusions

during the panel discussion, mr. dominicé 
indicated that investors have never been 
as diversified as today in terms of mFi 
tiers. For instance, symbiotics has a vast 
majority of its investments with tier 2 
mFis and has had problems accessing the 
tier 1 market. this is why symbiotics 
created its bond platform, targeting the 
larger volumes and more sophisticated 
and competitive needs of that segment. 
an intermediating marketplace would run 
the risk of delinking investors and mFis. 
ms. iskenderian agreed with that and 
added that an open market system would 
also make it more difficult to keep track 
of the social character of particular 
investments in the industry. mr. parant 
countered that the point is in creating a 
more efficient market infrastructure. this 
does not exclude issuing social bonds or 
financing second tier mFis. ms. Wiesner 
also underlined the need for much greater 
differentiation but also subscribed to the 
need to keep track of the actual quality of 
investments.

the floor discussion mainly focused on 
the issues of diversification and investing 
in second and even third tier mFis. some 
argued that current investment vehicles 
could become more effective by diversify-
ing their loan products. others ques-
tioned the availability of much additional 
investment potential in the first place due 
to clear signs of market saturation and 
client over-indebtedness in various parts 
of the world, often referring to the 
current crisis in andhra pradesh in india. 
also some panellists saw potential 
saturation patterns in mature markets, 
but at the same time they identified more 
opportunities in specific markets such as 
in rural finance. unleashing that potential 
may, however, call for intensified 
partnerships with other (non-financial) 
actors and stronger promotion of 
innovation in order to reduce investor risk. 

productivity and demand cutting expenses 
without considering long-term effects. 
such models are in fact difficult to 
recognize as pro-poor strategies.

Cyrille paRant’s main focus was that 
now with the commercialization of 
microfinance, it also has to adopt 
standard market instruments to move 
forward. the financial crisis has shown 
that microfinance cannot be considered a 
genuine asset class if there are no liquidity 
systems in place. microfis was established 
to offer a pan-european market platform 
for all investors. such a market place 
could turn loans into securities, promote 
new issues and monetization and 
promote and provide permanent 
information disclosure. such an open 
market place could deal with the current 
asset allocation challenges of miVs by 
reducing their cash balances.
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the second contribution of the Risk 
management workshop organized by 
ada, attF and pRim to the european 
micro finance Week was a panel discus-
sion about the coaching exercise which 
was organized in the framework of this 
workshop.

in addition to their participation at the 
workshop, microfinance institutions were 
given the opportunity to apply for some 
dedicated assistance under a coaching 
process delivered by luxemburgish risk 
managers. this initiative is funded by the 
luxembourg ministry of Finance. part of 
the agreement is that beneficiaries of this 
support have to present results of the 
coaching exercise during the following 
year’s workshop to show participants the 
added value provided by this assistance.

this year four mFis, following their 
participation in the 2009 edition of the 
workshop, presented their experience to-

gether with their coaches; Xac Bank from 
mongolia, enda interarabe from tunisia, 
partner microcredit Foundation from 
Bosnia-herzegovina and microfinance 
national Bank from Jordan. two experts 
had been invited to comment on their 
experiences, alex silva of omtrix, a Costa 
Rican consulting firm managing the risk 
management facility for latin-america 
and Caribbean and nawal Kerdougli of 
open space, a French risk management 
initiative with the purpose of setting-up a 
tool for self-assessment of risks for mFis.

the mFi representatives and their coaches 
expressed their satisfaction about the 
method and recommended to partici-
pants to apply for this valuable experi-
ence, which for them led to concrete 
results and improvements.

RisK management gateWaY liVe:  
shaRing CoaChing eXpeRienCes FRom leading mFis

Moderator Yves MatHiEu (attF)

panellists alex silVa (omtrix)

 nawal kErdouGli (open space Risk assessment for microfinance institutions)

speakers samuel Grand (attF expert, coach of Xac Bank, mongolia)

 dragisa lukic (partner microcredit Foundation with Yves deceuninck, attF expert)

 sami ben acHour (enda inter-arabe, tunisia)

 sameh al-MaHariQ (national microfinance Bank, Jordan with Yves mathieu, attF expert)
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Regulation and supeRVision oF mFis: the Basel Committee initiatiVes

Moderators Eric duflos (Cgap)

speakers castro fritz YEroM (Comisión Bancaria y de Valores, mexico)

 paul arMbrustEr (dgRV)

 césar lÓpEZ (latino economic development Cooperation)

 Eric EkuÉ (independant microfinance consultant)

this session took the form of a question 
and answer discussion between the 
moderator, the panellists and the floor. 
eric duFlos kicked off the discussion by 
explaining that the Basel Committee on 
Banking supervision (BCBs) was formed 
by the central banks of the g10 (later 
g20) countries to set capital adequacy 
standards, agree on the principles of 
supervision and regulate cross-border 
supervision. it is expected to guide on 
financial inclusion in a broader context, 
such as prudential regulation of savings of 
the poor and it has recently developed a 
specific document to promote adaptation 
of the core principles of effective banking 
supervision to microfinance (http://www.
bis.org/press/p100830.htm). the main 
question of this session was whether we 
see a clear role for BCBs in the field of 
microfinance in the context of a changing 
world, where global standard setting 
bodies are increasingly looking at financial 
inclusion, and not just stability. 

paul aRmBRusteR suggested that this 
initiative should be welcomed as a first 
step to deal with a persistent and major 
global challenge in the industry; massive 
savings intake by non-regulated and 
non-supervised mFis. over time this may 
constitute a major threat to the stability 
of domestic financial systems. at the 
same time it would seem utopian to 
expect that all mFis can be effectively 
supervised. a possible solution is to 
design delegated (indirect) supervisory 
systems without actual formal delegation 
of authority to third parties.

César lÓpeZ explained that in latin 
america supervisors are struggling with 
financial institutions that in fact operate 
outside the formal financial system. 
extending conventional supervisory 
practices is currently too expensive. a 
phased approach is now gradually being 
introduced that will not directly penalize 
non-licensed entities but rather work with 
them towards the introduction of core 

principles. Castro Fritz YeRom added that 
many conventional supervisory rules 
cannot be effective for smaller mFis. 
Whereas Basel rules continue to apply to 
regulated financial institutions, the major 
task ahead for the non-regulated ones is 
first to agree on a common language and 
to put in place a system of incentives that 
promote imF’s to invest to become better 
financial institutions, as is presently 
pursued in mexico. he concurred that this 
is a costly affair but believes it would cost 
even more to the countries in the long 
run if they do not do it. 

panellists agreed that, in theory, all 
institutions that take deposits from the 
public need to be subject to prudential 
supervision to maintain the integrity of 
the financial system and protect people’s 
savings, but that in order to be effective, 
sophisticated differentiation is required, 
tailor-making supervision to levels of 
licensing, volume of activities, maturity of 
the institution, size of loans, etc. this will 
not be an easy task though, explained mr. 
Yerom. supervisors are often considered 
personally responsible if they, for financial 
inclusion objectives, issue minimum 
prudential standards that are not sound 

enough and even though he considered 
that in méxico the regulators had been 
able to work without political interference 
it takes a strong effort at times to do so. 
at the same time we should be careful 
not to under-estimate the challenge. 
although in mexico only 2% of the 
market appears to be non-regulated, it is 
important to create a well regulated and 
supervised financial system that is able to 
offer a variety of financial services, 
including deposits to all citizens.

the discussion came to focus on the 
relationship between stability and 
inclusion - the need to maintain system 
integrity versus the need to include more 
clients that are reached by non-regulated 
entities. eric eKuÉ pointed to the many 
issues faced by microfinance practitioners, 
some of which result from a basic lack of 
understanding at the level of central 
banks on how microfinance works in 
practice. Rigid application of rules runs 
contrary to the objective of financial 
inclusion. Realizing that repayment rates 
in the industry are around 96%, it 
remains difficult to consider non-regulat-
ed entities as a systemic risk. more useful 
would be to set in motion a learning 
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curve that focuses on a simple yet 
effective design of key performance 
indicators and train practitioners and 
supervisors alike to work with those. in 
West africa, the BCeao and its partners 
are working towards that end. mr. ekué 
indicated that supervision does mean 
additional costs, but that these are low in 
comparison to the costs of social unrest 
caused by the default of a major financial 
institute. Furthermore, these costs of 
supervision could be reduced by the 
implementation of an efficient risk-based 
monitoring system and improved 
coordination.

discussing what european actors could  
do to support such initiatives, the panel 
discussion revealed various options; 
prevent over-indebtedness through the 
introduction and intensive use of credit 
bureaus, focus on client education and 
protection, strengthen enforcement, act 
against perpetrators and offer expertise 
particularly from the realm of the 
cooperative banking sector in europe. 
Finally, supporting supervisory capacity of 
central banks was seen as an important 
priority. Cgap’s role could be to help 
avoiding duplication of funders support 
strategies.

the floor discussion suggested that on 
some points, further consideration could 
be helpful. First, supervisory agents and 
their supporters could do more to curb 
the present trend for very fast outreach 
and quick returns. this numbers game is 
unsustainable in the long run. second,  
we should realize that efforts to broaden 
regulation are often stimulated by actors 
that have little understanding of the 
workings of microfinance; expansion 
without knowing the market also holds 
little promise for the future. third, 
introduction of functional credit bureaus 
is more easily said than done. Who is  
to do that; who will pay for it; how will 
clients, often not understanding the very 
concept, benefit from it? a fourth point 
of consideration is how to extend 
regulation to the telecommunications 
sector? in méxico, mr. Yerom explained, 
this is approached by enforcing that 
mobile accounts can only be offered in 
joint ventures between banks and 
telecoms.

overall, panellists and participants agreed 
that there is a need and rationale for a 
progressive system of regulation and 
supervision that takes into account 
supervisory capacity to ultimately ensure 
that the poor have access to safe financial 

services. however, panellists argued 
against forms of self-regulation. there can 
only be one financial sector at the end of 
the day and as mr. armburster pointedly 
stated, “we do want the informal 
financial sector to become formal”.

miCRoFinanCe institutions and miCRoinsuRanCe: does it WoRK?

Moderator Veronique fabEr (microinsurance network/ada)

speakers bert opdEbEEck (BRs)

 Mathieu dEbruEil (planet guarantee)

 craig cHurcHill (microinsurance network/ilo)

prEsEntations

Veronique FaBeR began by explaining 
how mFis are among many possible 
agents for microinsurance. she indicated 
how this session would look into how and 
why mFis should be involved in microin-
surance and suggest possible ways 
forward.

Craig ChuRChill discussed how mFis 
offer insurance products for various 
commercial reasons, such as lowering 
credit risks, diversifying income streams 
and enhancing client retention and for 
social reasons, such as reducing vulner-
ability or improving client welfare. the 

balance between these motives strongly 
influences the type of products offered 
and the structure chosen. although 
insurance offers mFis the opportunity  
to reach new clients, it also requires a 
different approach. there are various 
reasons why an mFi may opt against 
offering insurance products, including the 
perception that it is an inefficient or 
expensive way of addressing client risks,  
it requires different skill sets from savings 
and credit provision; the mFi may not 
want to be distracted from its core 
competencies.
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mFis can self-insure, enter in a partner-
agent model with an insurer, become a 
microinsurance broker, or create an 
insurance company. the most suitable 
institutional model depends on the mFis 
size, the kind of products and the type of 
clients. self-insurance only works for 
simple products and large mFis, who 
need to avoid investing insurance 
premiums in loan portfolios. the main 
difficulty in the partner-agent model is the 
relationship between mFi and insurer. For 
this it is important that insurers work with 
mFis that can offer insurance separately, 
that insurers are closely involved to 
understand client needs, to reduce 
exclusions, to assign claim handling to the 
mFi (for basic products), to track data 
premiums and pay-outs and to share 
profits. Regarding products, mr. Churchill 
indicated that credit life is a good basis to 
educate people about insurance, but 
policy holders need to know they are 
insured, coverage should be extended 
beyond the loan-size and it should be 
aligned with other mFi products. linking 
it with credit has limited potential, as 
clients do not always want to be in debt. 
he explained that demand for health 
insurance is high. as it is highly compli-
cated perhaps mFis could focus better on 
basic products such as hospital cash and 
health savings accounts. in conclusion, 
mr. Churchill recommended mFis reflect 
on their objectives; insuring clients also 
means protecting the mFis own assets 
and showing the importance of insurance 
products to mFi front-line staff.

mathieu duBReuil presented the 
implementation of credit-life insurance in 
senegal. planet guarantee acts as the link 
between the reinsurer in europe, the local 
insurer and the mFis in senegal to offer a 
basic credit life scheme, but with extended 
coverage and compulsory insurance. 
Building trust was central to their efforts, 
by reducing the number of exclusions, by 
integrating benefit sharing and training to 
management and closely monitoring 
contract claim to premium ratios.

mr. dubreuil mentioned several lessons 
learned. Firstly, there exists a large need 
for staff training to build their knowledge, 
improve their communication with 
potential clients and clear supportive 
documents are needed at the local branch 
level. secondly, to facilitate membership 
processes and cope with the lack of 
formal identification systems, group 
leaders certify information for individual 
members. planet guarantee also work 
with paper contracts as a means of 
verification. thirdly, claim settlement 
processes proved beyond the capacity of 
some mFis, which has implications for 
progressing to more complicated 
products. additional weaknesses of the 
product are how to cover more compli-
cated risks for clients without unsustain-
able insurance costs and how to ensure 
the durability and exclusivity of the 
relationship with the distributing mFi.

Bert opdeBeeK presented the possibilities 
of self-insurance and starting an insur-
ance company through cooperative 
systems. since the 1970s, the World 
Council of Credit unions (WoCCu) has 
been working on loan and saving 
protection schemes with savings and 
Credit Cooperatives (saCCos). although 
not called microinsurance, the scheme 
offered a microinsurance cover to 
members in case of death or disability. 
the support of WoCCu was needed to 
allow national insurance federations of 
the saCCos to build up their capital base. 
the increasingly autonomous federations 
continue to insure many members, but 
due to reduced international support and 
as aids increasingly became a problem, 
premiums increased strongly. now they 
face requests from clients for increased 
coverage and more complicated insurance 
products, but meeting these requests 
requires institutional changes to comply 
with different legal requirements and risk 
management practices. 

Federations opt for different institutional 
options to meet these challenges. one is 
creating a saCCo owned life-insurance 
company, while the other is ceding part  
of the risk to a formal insurance company. 
the main bottlenecks for credit coopera-
tives to provide their clients with their own 
insurance coverage are technical capaci-
ties, the start-up capital needed and the 
limited ability to take up new products 
based on client needs. a cooperative 
system of insurance can help to monitor 
better the actual needs of claimants.

discussion and conclusions

the floor discussion turned to question 
whether saCCos can use their own social 
funds to pay for the same costs they 
could potentially ensure and if that would 
not be safer with less organisational 
capacity. mr. opdebeek responded that 
he agreed, but pointed to the limited 
initial capital availability of such funds, 
which will not be able to meet many 
member needs. the floor discussion then 
shifted to the reasons for insurers to work 
with mFis on these bottlenecks. mr. 
Churchill mentioned the large client base 
of mFis, the trust they enjoy and the 
frequency of contact. however, for 
effective cooperation mFis should focus 
on insurance products that make sense  
to the clients and the mFi and those that 
offer them opportunities for cross selling. 
as mFi clients are usually relatively poor, 
they form a risk pool which only allows 
covering basic costs. For further extended 
benefits cross subsidising would be 
needed at the level of the insurance 
companies.

the moderator concluded that microin-
surance beyond credit life is a difficult 
service to provide for mFis, which requires 
a different set-up and insurance expertise. 
mFis and partners need to monitor the 
process and keep in close communication 
to understand needs at different levels 
and to make the necessary product and 
process adaptations. Crucial elements of  
a successful and low-cost service are 
furthermore quick and efficient claim 
handling to build client trust, efficient mis 
and appropriate technology. another 
issue is that not much microinsurance 
relevant data is available, but data history 
will be created as our experience with 
microinsurance increases.
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miCRoFinanCe and Climate Change:  
the Challenge FoR miCRoFinanCe institutions

Moderator Matthias adlEr (KfW)

speakers alberic patEr (triodos Facet)

 pascale GEslain (planet Finance)

 daniel pHilipp (microenergy)

prEsEntations

matthias adleR opened by referring  
to the many interventions on energy-
efficiency and coping with climate change 
and to the Cancún Conference (Cop 16), 
held in parallel to european microfinance 
Week. he expressed the need and 
opportunity for mFis to get involved in 
this area, usually perceived as beyond 
their scope and that this panel could help 
to establish a framework for this.

alberic pateR introduced the e-toolkit 
which triodos Facet developed for Fmo. 
Fmo was interested in adapting its 
existing sustainability management tools 
to the microfinance context. the toolkit 
helps mFis to develop and implement a 
social and environmental risk manage-
ment system. to address the expected 
need for training an accompanying 
e-learning kit was developed. as a 
product in development, the tool-kit 
offers possibilities to add extra modules, 
such as on client protection. mFis which 
have used it report positive feedback:  
the toolkit makes complex issues more 
concrete and tangible. the toolkit 

appeared especially relevant to those mFis 
focusing on small enterprise develop-
ment. although several mFis are inter-
ested in this type of toolkit, mr. pater 
observed that last year issues such as risk 
management tools and client protection 
were given priority. taking this into 
consideration further promotion and 
incentives are needed, such as a reduction 
in interest rates for mFis which have 
implemented the tool.

pascale geslain presented planet 
Finance’s recent energy related projects. in 
China, planet Finance promoted biogas 
access and assisted mFis to implement 
relevant financial models. in Bangladesh 
and indonesia, the focus was on new 
financial models and solutions targeting 
more beneficiaries, involving new 
stakeholders and donors, exploring the 
role of mFis in the field of renewable 
energy and training and support to 
end-users. lessons learned were that mFis 
need financial and technical support for 
energy-related projects and that technical 
partnerships with energy actors (public 
and private) are an important way 
forward. Furthermore, appropriate 

institutional frameworks and infrastruct-
ure for promoting and implementing 
projects, as well as full support from 
donor and policy-makers, are needed, 
through subsidies and funding. ms. 
geslain stressed the opportunities of 
energy-efficiency and energy access as a 
trigger for local employment generation 
and development of technical expertise. 
she also sees the potential of toolkits 
such as the one presented by mr. pater to 
raise awareness among mFis and to offer 
a platform to develop additional modules 
on new, green financial services. 

daniel philipp presented microenergy’s 
programme in peru, which is developed  
in partnership with ada. the programme 
aims at increasing access to sustainable 
energy services for vulnerable populations 
by supporting the integration of energy 
products in mFi portfolios. peru was 
selected for the programme because of  
its well established and strong mFis and 
the state of its energy sector regarding 
technology, prices and network. its 
rural-focused pilot project provided 
energy products, such as solar dryers  
and improved ovens to be used for 
income generating activities. 
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mr. philipp acknowledged that finance for 
energy-efficiency is a pioneer field which 
still requires much awareness-raising as 
few mFis currently offer loans for energy 
products in spite of the benefits to clients. 
the pilot in peru showed increased 
productivity and incomes, a shift to 
energy-efficient solutions and long-term 
benefits, such as reduced exposure to 
smoke. the social return of such schemes 
can also be significant, including energy 
inclusion of the poor, promotion of local 
development and lowering of carbon 
emissions. Benefits for investors lie in 
profit sharing, also keeping in mind that 
these programmes can generate carbon 
credit revenues. to reach sufficiently large 
revenue levels, he stressed the need to 
scale up the project and to install mecha-
nisms to monitor how much carbon 
reduction takes place at the micro level. 

discussion and conclusions

the floor discussion questioned how local 
governments are involved and interested 
in projects involving climate change and 
energy-efficiency. it was concluded that 
such involvement remains mostly limited 
to large-scale problems, such as natural 
disasters. awareness-raising is needed at 
the local government level and is a topic 
worth investing in. at the european level, 
there seems to be a lack of political will 
and mechanisms to promote such 
practices. another topic addressed was 
the extent to which equipment maint-
enance is included in the framework of 
projects. it was clarified that long-term 
financing is needed in such projects and 
that there is a need to focus on approp-
riate technologies and to establish 
standards in the quality of equipment 
delivered to clients. 

matthias adler concluded by highlighting 
how combining microfinance and green 
finance means that mFis protect clients 
and help them live a healthier, more social 
and environment-conscious life. it is a 
field where there is great potential for 
product development, such as those 
described in the presentations. these also 
showed the potential of microfinance to 
engage in cross-cutting issues and address 
the lack of technical expertise among 
mFis and their limited awareness of social 
and environmental risks that clients face. 
it was further emphasized that the 
presentations addressed important issues 
regarding climate change, but themes 
such as the impact of climate change on 
clients and the consequent importance of 
micro-insurance need to be further 
explored.
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maKing miCRoFinanCe inVestment ResponsiBle:  
inteRaCtiVe disCussion aBout the neWlY puBlished  
“euRopean dialogue”

Moderator bonnie bruskY (independent microfinance consultant)

speakers cécile lapEnu (CeRise/e-mFp)

 catherine bEllin-scHulZ (sidi)

 frances sinHa (m-CRil)

 antonique koninG (Cgap)

 Jessie GrEEnE (triple Jump)

 david dEWEZ (inCoFin)

 sofie dEsMEt (alterfin)

 philippe GuicHandut (grameen Crédit agricole microfinance Foundation)

 Marieke dE lEEdE (sns asset management)

prEsEntations

all speakers briefly introduced themselves 
and their contribution to e-mFp’s “euro-
pean2 dialogue no.3” through questions 
put forward by the moderator. the aim of 
the meeting was to also discuss how mFis 
and miVs can use the results. antonique 
Koning insisted on the need for more 
transparency on investor’s financial and 
social performance as a way to move 
towards more responsible investing. miVs 
have built consensus on a core set of dis-
closure guidelines to harmonise reporting 
across miVs to facilitate comparison and 
benchmarking. the european dialogue 
article of Cgap reports on environmental, 
social and governance (esg) performance 
collected in the 2009 miV survey based 
on this harmonised set of indicators.  
ms Koning also reflected on the question 
of the need for third party verification of 
data reported by investors, similar to fin-
ancial and social ratings that exist at mFi 
level. as with other information services 

and ratings, there are questions around 
sustainability and investor demand. one 
of the conclusions of a workshop on this 
topic earlier in the week was that full 
investor transparency including a policy of 
“truth in advertising” should be the first 
priority.

Frances sinha introduced the rating of 
miVs, piloted by m-CRil and supported 
by anthos amsterdam and sdC. the miV 
rating mirrors mFi level ratings covering 
issues of financial and social performance. 
the rating is both a qualitative judge-
ment, as well as an assessment of the 
data available. Blue orchard, oikocredit 
and incofin were miVs participating in pi-
lot ratings. these showed strong financial 
risk management and monitoring systems 
in place, with social performance policies 
and monitoring largely being “work in 
progress” which the miVs, as social inves-
tors, are beginning to integrate into their 
investment systems. the opportunities 
for engagement with mFi investees are 
stronger for equity investors. neverthe-
less, all are systematising their approach 
to social screening and monitoring.

Cécile lapenu presented the social 
audit tool for miVs (sam), which has 
been pilot-tested with oikocredit. social 
audits are more internal tools compared 
to rating; they build awareness and foster 
internal reflection to allow miVs to take 
stock of their practices, strategies and 
social impact. they can effectively serve 

as a management tool to guide invest-
ment decisions. they can reveal a fund’s 
comparative advantages, thus helping the 
miV stay focused on its social objectives. 
sam has been designed by CeRise to 
promote socially responsible investment 
in microfinance. the tool assesses miV’s 
strategy, investee social performance and 
social responsibility. much is geared to 
self-responsible finance/investment and in 
this respect avoiding over-indebtedness, 
for example, is an important issue.

2. see http://www.e-mfp.eu/sites/default/files/resources/documents/dialogue_european_no.3.pdf

laetitia hamon explained luxFlag’s 
approach towards integrating a social di-
mension into its microfinance label. she 
stated that in order to do so, luxFlag 
first had to tackle four main challenges: 
i) understand what is meant by social im-
pact, ii) ensure data integrity, iii) have an 
in-depth knowledge of the specificities of 
each microfinance investment Vehicle and 
last but not least, iv) express a judgment 
on the indicators used by miVs. in view 
of the challenges listed above, luxFlag 
chose a flexible and adaptable approach 
based on ensuring that miVs: i) include 
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social performance objectives in their 
investment objectives, ii) use generally ac-
cepted social performance indicators, iii) 
regularly monitor the social performance 
of their portfolios, iv) and report at least 
on an annual basis to its investors and 
indicate for given mFis whether they have 
been subject to a social rating or audit.

Catherine Bellin-sChulZ presented how 
every investment officer is involved in 
the social performance reporting process 
while implementing the work plan with 
partners. she presented sidi as a social 
investor founded in 1983 by the French 
ngo CCFd terre solidaire. sidi has insti-
tutional shareholders but also individual 
shareholders (e.g. French citizens). When 
investing in sidi, shareholders expect 
social, not financial returns. mrs. Bellin-
schulz focused on sidi’s institutional 
level by further explaining the social 
performance report and showed how it 
is compiled and focuses on the partner 
level and how the investment officer can 
follow the process.

sofie desmet explained that within al-
terfin’s vision and mission, social perform-
ance is at the core of microfinance. apart 
from financial criteria, each investment 
has always been evaluated on the basis 
of social criteria. since 2007, alterfin has 
been reporting on social performance 
on a yearly basis, adapting the tool to be 
consistent with the miX and including 
the client protection principles. alterfin 
wants to encourage further dialogue with 
all stakeholders involved (partners in the 
south, shareholders, miV’s and the  
microfinance sector as a whole).

david deWeZ, from incofin, mentioned 
that incofin has more than four years ex-
perience using the eChos © tool as part 
of their due diligence process. incofin has 
learnt, among other things, that smaller 

loan size does not necessarily result in 
better social performance. mr. dewez 
mentioned 16 of the indicators (out of 
the 43 used by incofin) to be significant. 
among those 16 indicators are 4 (out  
of 6) customer protection principles. 
the main finding is a positive correlation 
between financial and social indicators, 
confirming the double bottom line nature 
of the sector.

according to Jessie gReene, harmonisa-
tion has not yet been fully achieved, as 
different actors work with different tools. 
For reporting it is important to harmonise 
criteria and standards. she added that 
there is a lot of goodwill and a positive 
movement to achieve this.

together with a working group, marieke 
de leede from sns asset management 
contributed to the development of the  
investor principles in inclusive Finance3. 
this initiative aims to strengthen the 
movement towards responsible finance 
and to encourage sustainable growth of 
the microfinance market. the seven prin-
ciples stimulate innovation (i.e broaden 
the scope of inclusive finance); promote 
the protection of clients; encourage fair 
treatment; support integration of essential 
esg elements into investment analyses; 
promote transparency; strive for balanced 
returns; and encourage cooperation 
between different investors in inclusive 
finance. the principles will be officially 
launched on January 27, 2011. 

philippe guiChandut mentioned that 
grameen Crédit agricole microfinance 
Foundation (gCamF) worked together 
with CeRise on the application of spm 
principles and due diligence. the Foun-
dation systematically includes a social 
performance assessment of the mFi using 
spi but also considers the social perform-
ance of the gCamF offer, by performing 

an assessment of the added value of an 
investment in relation to gCamF’s strat-
egy and positioning. among the lessons 
learned are:

•	 Practical	to	use	tools	and	links
•	 Social	measurement	is	familiar	among	

organisations, but some confusion be-
comes apparent concerning different 
concepts and tools of social perform-
ance

•	 Tier	2	and	3	MFIs	often	lack	the	man-
agement capacities to cope with social 
performance management and there-
fore there is a need to slowly bring the 
concept to the mFi partners

•	 Comparing	partner	MFIs	seems	to	con-
firm that mFis with a high social per-
formance score also tend to be those 
with a high financial score – or at least 
with an above-average “institutional 
strength” performance.

discussion and conclusions

a remark from the floor identified a 
strong reliance on self-reporting and a 
low level of analysis by the investors in 
funds. this is perceived as a risk as it 
requires a high level of trust in the inter-
mediaries. ms. greene replied that triple 
Jump, as an investor, visits partners during 
their due diligence to discuss issues of 
social performance, client protection, 
effective interest rates etc. ms. sinha 
added that due diligence by investment 
officers can be supported and validated 
by specialised rating agencies; in turn at 
the miV level, rating on financial and so-
cial performance serves to highlight areas 
which investment funds can include in 
their own agreements and reporting. mr. 
guichandut added that trust is crucial and 
that it is important that investors share 
experiences and information on mFis 

3. these principles are the initiative of a core group of investors and her Royal highness princess máxima of the netherlands, un secretary-general’s  
 special advocate for inclusive Finance for development. they developed the principles with a broad group of investors together with unpRi and  
 in consultation with Cgap and other industry players.
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instead of only looking at each other as 
competitors. Joint efforts are necessary to 
strengthen communication among inves-
tors for the benefit of mFis. mr. dewez 
mentioned that the treatment of social 
performance is different when conduct-
ing equity investments compared to debt 
investments. debt investors have a more 
limited role to play compared to equity 
investors, especially those participating at 
the governance of the investee mFis. he 
mentioned that this distinction is often 
not considered.

ms. lapenu explained that experience 
shows that working on social perform-
ance helps investees to build a stronger 

profile vis-à-vis potential investors, 
enabling them to choose between the 
investors. When asked why most of the 
responsibility is put on the shoulders of 
mFis, mr. guichandut and mr. dewez 
replied that there are also criteria for 
investors and that they are also expected 
to support good practice within the mFis 
with whom they work. 

ms. Brusky and ms. lapenu concluded by 
referring to e-mFp’s european dialogue 
as a “work in progress”, next steps on 
harmonising indicators and checklists are 
being discussed among the stakeholders 
and other parties are welcome to join.

pResentation oF the thRee Finalists oF the 3Rd euRopean  
miCRoFinanCe aWaRd on Value Chain FinanCe

Moderator Joost dE la riVE boX (nedWoRC/terrafina)

speakers selma JaHiĆ (partner microcredit Foundation)

 tesfaye bEfEkadu (haRBu microfinance institution)

 roberto casanoVas (idepRo)

prEsEntations

Joost de la RiVe BoX introduced the 
three finalists of the european micro-
finance award, selected from an initial 
32 applications from 20 countries. 
he expressed his pleasure that the 3rd 
european microfinance award focused 
on value chain finance. it enriches 
microfinance by focusing on competitive 
agriculture to boost rural economies, on 
real income increases for poor farmers 
and on addressing gaps facing the sector. 
although many international value chains 
are well financed, the more one moves to 
the local level and local chains, the more 
limited is value addition and access to 
financial services. dilemmas facing value 
chain practitioners include increasing local 
value addition, building horizontal and 
vertical linkages, mitigating risks, design-
ing appropriate financial instruments and 
building capacity without threatening the 
viability of mFis. mr. de la Rive Box further 
commented that we need to consider if 
there is a place for mFis and if smaller 
institutions have the capacities to engage 
with value chains. moreover, an additional 
dilemma is how much value chain finance 

fits with a focus on poverty. he indicated 

that the following successful cases would 

shed more light on many of these ques-

tions.

selma JahiĆ of partner microcredit Foun-

dation in Bosnia and herzegovina began 

by presenting the Rural employment 

generation activity initiative (Rega). 

Rega is focussed on rural development, 
self-employment and improvements in 
household income. Rega builds public-
private partnerships to promote the dev-
elopment and expansion of the fruit sec-
tor. the project provides financial services 
and technical assistance and liaises with 
farmers, cooperatives and other market 
participants in charge of marketing the 
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product, mostly in eu countries. partner, 
in cooperation with usaid, has created a 
new agricultural loan to provide financ-
ing for soft fruits cultivation, so called 
“Fruity loans”. the benefits for farmers 
include below-market interest rates, link-
ing farmers with buyers, processers and 
farm cooperatives, technical assistance 
soil analyses during the implementation 
of the project, financial education for all 
participants and access to certified seeds. 
all those activities are aimed at preparing 
and enabling producers to export fruit  
according to market requirements and  
as such, also to ensure the financial  
sustainability of the project.

tesfaye BeFeKadu explained how harbu 
mFi, an ethiopian mFi, boosts agricultural 
productivity and agricultural marketing 
by supporting value chain development 
and access to financial services to reduce 
rural poverty and food insecurity. the 
initiative presented concerns the financing 
of a soybean value chain in response to 
market demand generated by a shortage 
of cow milk in the Jimma City area. the 
joint initiative with its partner, Facilitator 
for Change, started with 240 farmers and 
was built on the basis of strengthening 
horizontal linkages with farmer marketing 
organisations and vertical linkages with 
women’s associations processing soy into 
soy milk and retailers. harbu developed 
loan products across the value chain, 
such as agriculture loans so farmers can 
buy the needed inputs, working capital 
to farmers associations to purchase the 
produce and for first processing and lease 
financing for processing machines and 
working capital to women’s associations. 

the initiative created market opportuni-
ties for poor farmers and reduced their 
dependence on a single crop. it also cre-
ated employment opportunities for urban 
women and youth and proved a viable 
line of business for the mFi. simultane-
ously it contributed to the improvement 
in family food security and child nutrition.

Roberto CasanoVas of idepRo, a 
Bolivian mFi, explained how his organi-
sation aims to improve the productivity 
and competitiveness of small produc-
ers through financial and non-financial 
services. idepRo’s initiative presented 
involved financing the quinoa chain in 
Bolivia’s oruro and potosí departments. 
here, at least 15,000 families are involved 
in its production and quinoa produc-
tion contributes considerably to family 
income. Quinoa, a nutritious grain, has 
a growing demand in local and interna-
tional markets. previously, the chain was 
characterised by informal contracting 
arrangements, limited negotiation power 
and skills of producers and limited value 
added. as such, by supporting this chain 
a large development impact could be 
made. the main beneficiaries of the initia-
tive were 271 quinoa farmers and four 
primary processing companies, which are 

idepRo’s clients. these processors collect 
quinoa and process it into “quinoa pearl”, 
which is mostly exported to european 
and north american markets. tripartite 
agreements between farmers, processors 
and the mFi facilitated the production of 
quality organic quinoa and ensured the 
inclusion of small producers in the value 
chain by creating win-win situations. 
issues remain on how to upscale such 
initiatives and how to apply them to  
other value chains.
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3rd euRopean miCRoFinanCe aWaRd CeRemonY

Moderator steve kariEr 

speakers4 Welcoming remarks by philippe MaYstadt (president of the european investment Bank)

 Video address by andris piEbalGs (european Commissioner for development)

 address by HEr roYal HiGHnEss tHE Grand ducHEss of luXEMbourG

addrEssEs

philippe maYstadt, the president of  
the european investment Bank (eiB), 
expressed his gratitude for the presence 
of her Royal highness the grand duchess 
and her ongoing support to microfinance. 
as a founding member, the eiB has been 
involved in the development of the 
european microfinance platform from  
the start and he expressed his belief that 
it is an excellent platform for sharing 
experiences. he reflected on the 2nd 
european microfinance award, whose 
ceremony was also hosted at eiB, which 
highlighted initiatives in social responsibil-

ity in a timely manner for the industry. 
indeed, the recent financial crisis and its 
repercussions in different parts of the 
world have underscored the need for 
additional considerable work in the area 
of responsible finance, client protection 
and effective regulation. in this area,  
the Client protection principles promoted  
by the smart Campaign can play an 
important role in making the sector fair.

in 2010 the award focused on innovative 
and effective value chain finance and 
sustainable rural development. mr. 
maystadt explained how the eiB also 
supports innovative microfinance funds, 
such as Rural impulse Fund i and ii or 
FeFisol, with a strong focus on financially 
sustainable microfinance institutions 
operating in rural areas. he expressed his 
belief that microfinance can be a vital tool 
to achieve social inclusion and viable rural 
economic development in a socially 
responsible way. the selected finalists  
have demonstrated remarkable innovation 
in the delivery of high impact financial 
products to farmers and agro-businesses.

a short documentary on the 2008 
european microfinance award winner, 
Buusaa gonofaa, shed light on the 
meaning of poverty and the importance 
and different uses of microfinance. 
microfinance should meet the specific 
needs of diverse clients. Buusaa gonofaa’s 
social performance management system, 
which is implemented in the entire loan 
cycle, provides the necessary information 
to meet client needs better and facilitates 
a realistic view of what microfinance can 
and cannot be expected to achieve.

in his video address, andris pieBalgs, the 
european Commissioner for development 
explained that microfinance can be an 
important tool for development. he 
stated that he is proud of the develop-
ment of the sector in the past years, with 
strengthened institutions, better links 
with private actors, greater outreach,  
new products and increased efforts for 
social performance and impact evalua-
tion. microfinance is one of the building 
blocks for the development of smes and 
communities, both for increasing incomes 

4. due to unscheduled important meetings, luc FRieden, minister of Finance, luxembourg had to be excused
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and for increasing resilience to external 
shocks. to bring out its full potential, 
further product development, strength-
ened local support systems and institu-
tions are needed. the european Comm-
ission supports this development, in 
building leverage with the private sector, 
in supporting innovative projects that 
target the poor, by working with 
development oriented actors and by 
building the necessary institutional 
structures. this is done through several 

grand duchess of luxembourg expressed 
her belief that this award can contribute 
to showing the important contribution 
microfinance can make. she took the 
occasion to thank the organisers, the jury 
and all the applicants.

the moderator then introduced Roshaneh 
ZaFaR, of Kashf Foundation in pakistan, 
president of the 3rd european microfi-
nance award Jury. ms. Zafar explained 
how difficult it had been to make a 
decision between all the interesting and 
innovative projects. in her view, poverty  
is not necessary in our world and she 
believes value chain finance can help  
to achieve sustainable development 
benefiting the poor. Vertical and horizon-
tal linkages and innovative products, 
services and approaches are needed  
to allow mFis to become active at this 
microfinance frontier. after briefly 
introducing the three contestants to  
the audience; selma Jahić of partner 
microcredit Foundation, tesfaye Befekadu 
of harbu microfinance institution and 
Roberto Casanovas of idepRo (further 
information on the projects is given  
on page 25), the winner was then 
announced - harbu mFi.

projects, such as the eu/aCp micro -
finance programme and by supporting 
microfinance programmes in fragile states.

Value chain interventions show the 
importance of a multi-stakeholder 
approach to sustainable development at a 
local level. however, mr. piebalgs believes 
that value chain interventions remain at a 
pilot level and further insights into best 
practices are necessary. For that reason, 
he thanked the finalists for their valuable 
projects.

in her address to the audience, heR 
RoYal highness the gRand duChess 
oF luXemBouRg explained that the 
sector has to show to critical voices that 
microfinance is a useful tool in economic 
development. microfinance is one of the 
tools the poor need to break their vicious 
circle of poverty. she herself witnessed 
the difference that access to finance can 
have during visits to rural Bangladesh 
with dr. muhammed Yunus. she 
explained how between two visits to the 
same village, she saw how lives had been 
transformed by the products and services 
that grameen bank offered. this 
experience made her increasingly 
interested in practical tools for poverty 
eradication. her Royal highness the 
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wedneSdAY 1ST deCeMBer 2010

plenaRY: Challenges oF innoVatiVe FinanCial inClusion

Moderator pierre van HEdEl (managing director Rabobank Foundation)

speakers kimanthi Mutua (Founder K-Rep group)

 bernd balkEnHol (director social Finance, ilo)

 Edvardas buMstEinas (aCp department, eiB)

prEsEntations

pierre van hedel welcomed and intro-
duced the speakers and invited the 
audience to come forward with creative 
and direct questions in order to have 
useful outcomes from the session.

Kimanthi mutua introduced the K-Rep 
group as a development organisation, of 
which the K-Rep Bank is one of the main 
operating arms. he presented develop-
ments regarding financial inclusion, as 
well as recommendations for progressing 
forwards. among the innovations is the 
transformation of mFis into regulated 
financial institutions as well as many new 
products, such as value addition to 
community-based enterprises. in addition, 
the increasing prominence of investment 
clubs, the reduction in cost structures and 
interest rates and increasing efficiency of 
institutions are revolutionising microfi-
nance in Kenya. mobile banking systems 
such as m-pesa have triggered a range of 
new iCt developments that are linking 
banking and payment systems for goods, 
services and utilities and opening access 

to many more customers. ihub was 
mentioned as a forum for entrepreneurs 
wishing to leverage mobile technology. 
For the future, this implies a need for 
appropriate policies and regulations and 
support for innovative initiatives and a 
need to further deepen outreach.

edvardas Bumsteinas posed the 
question “Why innovate?” his presenta-
tion highlighted that sub-saharan africa 
is only receiving 7% of the miV invest-
ments; that a Cgap study pointed to the 
enormous gap in number of branches of 
financial services between sub-sahara 
african and the rest of the world; that 
this region is underserved by insurance 
services and that it is most impoverished. 
among the challenges and opportunities 
with which mr. Bumsteinas concluded 
are: 

•	 Reputational	issues	for	funders	(both	
public and private), requiring longer-
term solutions and smart regulation; 
the e-mFp can play an important role 
in this respect

•	 Capacity	building	assistance	is	key;	
developing qualified local staff, 
management and it systems

•	 M-Pesa	as	an	example	of	a	good	mix	
of innovation, capacity building and 
development of regulations; what 
started as a pilot proved to work and is 
now endorsed by commercial banks.
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Bernd BalKenhol challenged the title 
put forward by the organisers, saying that 
innovation raises expectations rather high, 
putting in the shade the numerous, 
maybe more modest changes that people 
and organisations are achieving day by 
day. he referred to examples such as 
funeral insurances in africa and education 
in using remittances of domestic workers 
in indonesia. mr. Balkenhol sees the 
following challenges in innovation; what 
are the benefits for the clients, how to 
measure social performance and how 
mFis can pursue social objectives in a 
competitive environment that requires 
profit-orientation. it must not be about 
either financial or social performance, but 
about a range and diversity of services, 
supported by appropriate policies and 
regulation. smart subsidies are required 
for institutions that can lead innovation 
and performance, based on incentives 
and which are not market-distorting. he 
concluded by saying that our expectations 
with respect to self-financing of the 
sector can lead to over-simplification  
of the access of mFis to finance for 
innovations to increase outreach. We now 
have to become more realistic, learn our 
lessons and differentiate between 
different segments in the industry.

discussion and conclusions

the floor discussion first turned to the 
statement of mr. Balkenhol that small 
mFis are likely to have problems in the 
future and whether mFis need to be big 
to be sustainable? he did not agree that 
sustainability only relates to size of a 
particular mFi and commented that we 
should be able to build systems or groups 
of smaller mFis to reach economies of 
scale to engage in innovation. the second 
point of discussion was the impact on the 
microfinance sector of commercial banks 
entering the sector in Kenya. mr. mutua 
responded that there are many new 
customers and that the participation of 
banks has also created much new access.

mr. van hedel challenged ilo about its 
apparently new stance in the debate, 
siding more with enterprises rather than 
employees and clients. mr. Balkenhol 
replied that in the social performance 
debate, ilo aims at opening up more  
job prospects and improving job-security, 
as well as good labour conditions.

Based on a remark from the floor, the 
discussion next focussed on a possible 
negative backlash in countries like india 
and mexico. this could lead to the public 
losing trust in microfinance and a 
reduction of funds from the north. mr. 
mutua agreed that there will certainly be 
a change; a number of smaller players will 
disappear and bigger ones will become 
more dominant. at the same time there 
will be a significant increase in local funds 
becoming available, while funds from the 
north are likely to stabilise. Compared to 
the growing monoculture of mFis, there is 
certainly a challenge in diversification and 
in the debate on social versus financial 
performance. mr. Bumsteinas added that 
the microfinance industry should continue 
placing a strong emphasis on outreach  
to rural areas. in well regulated environ-
ments, smaller players should be able to 
apply different financial and technological 
models facilitating access to finance on  
a sustainable and responsible basis.
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ResponsiBle miCRoFinanCe: hoW netWoRKs Can deFine 
and implement theiR stRategY

Moderator piotr korYnski (mFC)

panelists cécile lapEnu (Cerise)

 frances sinHa (eda Rural systems, india, and member of imp-act Consortium/spm network)

 francisco de HoYos (prodesarrollo)

piotr KoRYnsKi explained the objective  
of this session; to discuss the role of 
networks in responsible microfinance.  
he considers that networks are by nature 
involved in information exchange, setting 
standards and communicating on good 
practices and should play a strong role in 
responsible microfinance.

Cécile lapenu began her presentation  
by advocating for a more coherent social 
performance strategy framework for 
networks, based on the needs of the 
end-clients, mFis, members and local 
context (and not just tool-driven). actors 
should work more with networks, as they 
are key players in the sector and are 
needed to scale up. she sees three key 
roles for networks in advancing social 
performance; awareness/advocacy, 
transparency and capacity building. in 
order to support these roles, Cerise, in 
partnership with mFC and the imp-act 
Consortium, developed the decision tree, 
a tool to empower networks in defining 
their own spm strategies. she explained 

how, in 2010, it has been tested with 
mCpi (philippines), aemFi (ethiopia) and 
RFR (ecuador). these pilots showed how 
different players can be drivers for spm 
and how networks come to different  
solutions based on this approach. Further 
tests are planned in east and West africa 
in 2011. the final distribution will take 
place at the social performance taskforce 
meeting in 2011.

Frances sinha discussed how important  
it is to integrate spm into mainstream 
microfinance capacity building. the 
current crisis in andhra pradesh, south 
india, demonstrates the critical relevance 
of mFis not only managing their growth 
and financial performance, but also 
putting mission and social values into 
practice, in other words social perform-
ance management. mainstream training 
in microfinance covers core elements of 
governance and management. imp-act’s 
strategy in training for spm is to work 
with technical agencies to integrate social 
performance issues into mainstream 
training and to adapt materials and 
examples to include best practice for 

responsible, inclusive and sustainable 
microfinance. in cooperation with 
technical agencies around the world, 
imp-act has developed a series of 
technical guidance notes that guide users 
on integrating social performance as part 
of risk management, staff incentives and 
internal control. Further technical notes, 
including social performance as part of 
balanced governance and strategic 
planning, will be available during 2011. 
these guidance sheets are particularly 
relevant for networks concerned with 
promoting capacity for responsible 
microfinance, as well as for technical 
service providers, donors and consultants.

Francisco de hoYos, provided the 
audience with feedback from the 
workshop organised on the 29th 
november with different networks 
(national, regional and global). this 
workshop aimed to express the views  
and concerns on responsible microfinance 
from a networks point of view; what is it, 
how to promote it and to create a 
collaboration framework. no formal 
definition of responsible microfinance 
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exists in the sector. networks need to  
take access, mFis, clients and products 
into consideration for a context-specific 
definition. defining irresponsible 
behaviour proved much easier. examples 
mentioned were providing credit without 
consulting credit bureaus, lack of concern 
about client over-indebtedness, non-
transparent pricing, harsh collection 
practices, lack of staff training on 
responsible microfinance and not 
measuring impact. networks need to 
push for best practices, define basic 
principles and monitor member compli-
ance, also sanctioning when needed. 
Furthermore, networks need to focus on 
dissemination and promotion of social 
performance and assist their members  
to professionalize, if required through 

capacity building. some key areas that 
networks should focus on are transpar-
ency, codes of ethics and promoting the 
use of credit bureaus, social performance 
ratings and financial education.

discussion

the floor discussion first revolved around 
the objectivity of social ratings compared 
to other tools such as social audits. 
according to ms. lapenu, we should not 
see one as excluding the other - networks 
can use social audits to assess their 
members. the discussion then turned to 
the effectiveness of working through 
networks to build awareness and capacity 
of social performance among mFis. mr.  
de hoyos responded that this has been 

shown to be effective in practice. ms. 
lapenu added that a human resource 
issue exists at the network level, due to 
insufficient financial resources. moreover, 
the effectiveness of working with 
networks also depends on whether it has 
proactive staff. mr. Korynski added that 
networks are not donor projects and also 
need to serve the needs of their mem-
bers. as such, donors should not overload 
networks with additional programmes.

on the issue of sanctioning, ms. lapenu 
argued that self-regulation offers better 
prospects than sanctions, which will be 
more difficult to enforce. Based on a 
question from the floor, the discussion 
then turned to the role of networks 
vis-à-vis regulation and regulators. mr.  
de hoyos considered this to be country 
dependent. Closing questions for further 
consideration were whether capacity 
building for social performance should be 
done by the networks or outsourced and 
how capacity building can be financed.

FaiR Value RemittanCes: linKing migRant RemittanCes With  
mFis - adding RemittanCes to an mFi’s pRoduCt Range

Moderator Gera Voorrips (phB development)

speakers Jean pouit (oxfam novib/e-mFp)

 david QuiEn (ada)

 antony appiaH (sinapi aba trust)

 sophia MicHud (mFiC/arias)

 barry pEnnill (Coinstar)

the speakers in this session represented 
the different actors in the remittances 
value chain; an mFi working with 
remittances, two money transfer 
organisations (mto) and ngos linking 
migrant organisations with mFis to 
increase the development impact of 
remittances. in an interactive format with 
the audience, panel members discussed 
how mFis can work with remittances, 
how they can cooperate with migrant 
organisations and mtos and how such 
cooperation can lead to fair remittances. 

ms. VooRRips first explained the 
remittances flow from the sender, 
through a bank or agent network, to an 
mto, to an agent in the receiving country 
and finally to the recipient. she explained 
that north-south remittance flows are 
much larger than development aid flows 
and how south-south remittances flows 
are becoming increasingly important.
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kEY succEss factors for  
Mfis to offEr rEMittancEs

antony appiah explained the key success 
factors for mFis to offer remittances 
products according to his experiences at 
sinapi aba trust, an mFi from ghana 
working with remittances for two years. 
he indicated that many mFis are active as 
remittances agent, but that africa lags 
behind in this respect, leading to high 
prices of remittances between the usa 
and africa, europe and africa. as ghana 
is an exception to this, a first key success 
factor is meeting client demands. as 
remittances are often emergency 
payments, on-time delivery is vital to 
compete. secondly, a mFis governance 
structure and financial systems need to 
allow the handling of remittances. Quick 
and uninterrupted communication 
between the main and branch offices and 
sufficient staff training at these levels are 
also needed. Furthermore, especially cash 
to cash remittances require adequate cash 
and liquidity management at the 
branches. thirdly, regulation on remit-
tances needs to be specific, so that a clear 
playing field is created for all remittances 
actors. Cash management is also a 
challenge for sinapi aba as they are not 
permitted to take savings, while mtos 
reimbursements are not always timely. 
operational risks, such as fraud and 
difficulties with identifying recipients are 
also significant.

sophia miChud of mFiC, a for-profit 
remittance system and technology 
provider linking key sending and receiving 
countries, discussed three success factors. 
Firstly regarding quality, mFis need to 
offer speedy, real-time transfers and 

services to the receiver. Reliability and 
security are vital and this requires 
face-to-face contact with clients. 
secondly, mFis need to position them-
selves well in the market, both as regards 
their price and their outreach. if an mFi is 
active in rural areas, with specific clients, 
or with cost-effective technologies, it can 
be an interesting agent for mtos. thirdly, 
it needs to be innovative. integrating 
systems such as pos, mobile payments, 
account transfers or prepaid cards are 
increasingly important to compete, but 
mFis need to consider carefully which 
system fits them best. the cross-selling  
of products to remittance clients in 
innovative ways is vital, for example by 
providing loans leveraged by remittances, 
by leveraging remittances for local 
development, or trans-national loans. 

the discussion focused on why mFis 
would not offer cash-to-account 
transfers, related to savings products. 
according to mr. appiah, in addition to 
regulatory constraints to taking savings, 
many receivers want to see the money 
remitted and need it for emergencies.  
the importance of price relative to 
outreach in selecting a particular mFi  
was also discussed. price is important but 
an mFis network and client base are also 
important considerations to work with  
a specific mFi, said mr. pennill. on their 
part, mFis should also shop around to get 
the best offer from mtos. ms. Voorrips 
added that although remittances can 
bring mFis new income streams, new 
links with clients and banks and new 
clients, an mFi needs to consider whether 
remittances are feasible for them to offer, 
based on the above considerations.

bEst practicEs for MiGrant 
orGanisations and Mfis to 
offEr rEMittancE products

david Quien of ada discussed best 
practices based on experiences of the 
ada-gRet-pameCas project on develop-
ment-oriented remittances along the 
italy-senegal corridor. the project links 
migrants with an mFi in senegal offering 
them one account for consumption and 
another for savings. the latter can serve 
as a security for business credit and 
housing loans offered to migrants or their 
relatives in senegal. Based on its first 
successes it became apparent that 
financial tools for local investments are 
relevant to migrants, also in order to build 
a livelihood for their potential return. to 
counter the pressure on migrants to have 
funds used for consumption, remittances 
can be divided between an account which 
is disclosed to receivers and one which is 
not. also, products need to be catered 
specifically to the needs and capacities of 
migrants, whose fluctuating incomes 
require flexible saving accounts. to build 
trust, project workers engaging with 
migrant communities are ideally belong-
ing to the same community. Furthermore, 
establishing good relations with comm-
unity leaders is vital. access to savings 
account information can also build trust. 
another lesson learned was the import-
ance of selecting the right mto. lastly, 
the expansion of the programme to new 
branches of the mFi needs to be 
supported by adequate management 
systems and capacity building.
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Jean pouit of oxfam novib presented an 
oxfam novib/inaFi programme to 
mobilise the potential of migration for 
development by linking migrant organisa-
tions with mFis. the project works in ten 
african countries, building capacities of 
mFis to enable them to work with 
remittances and to facilitate cross-selling, 
so that it builds both the mFis funding 
base and income. they also built an 
alliance between the participating mFis, 
all of which are also part of the inaFi 
network. these mFis are linked, through 
memoranda of understanding, to migrant 
organisations in ten european countries. 
these migrant organisations are sup-
ported to work more effectively with 
mtos and mFis. Best practices are that 
the products offered account for the 
fluctuating remittances of migrants and 
remittances are grouped together so that 
remittance services can be offered 
cheaply. Furthermore, it is vital that trust 
is build among migrant communities and 
individual migrants. direct insight into 
account information through internet and 
mobile banking helps to establish trust 
between mFis and migrants.

in the following discussion mr. Quien 
indicated that the sustainability of these 
interventions is mostly related to whether 
a project can build sufficient demand for 
additional services of the mFi, in his case 
for business and housing credit based on 
remittance savings.

cHaractEristics of succEssful 
coopEration bEtWEEn an Mfi 
and Mto

Barry pennill of Coinstar explained how 
the first step for successful cooperation 
between an mFi and mto is a business 
relationship benefiting both parties, not 
on Corporate social Responsibility (CsR) 
considerations of the mto. the second is 
to establish clear understanding between 
parties about objectives and needs. 
geographical compatibility is also vital; 
the mto needs to be active in countries 
where the remittances originate. the mFi 
needs to know what are the contract 
terms and the costs of compliance with 
the mtos requirements. For example, 
exclusive contracts will tie the mFi down 
and often not allow for making use of 
industry innovations. delivery conditions, 
such as responsibilities for marketing, can 
also require investments by the mFi. 

Furthermore, the mFi needs to consider 
what extra costs, for example hedging 
costs, the currency of operation will bring. 
the mto needs to gain insight into the 
mFis objectives for cross-selling other 
financial products with remittances. mtos 
base their choice of agent on the density 
of the mFis network and the quality of 
marketing and management.

discussion and conclusion

it was concluded that although these 
initiatives into fair remittances offer 
valuable lessons, further pilots need to 
show how remittance can be best linked 
to poverty reduction and economic 
development. using remittances for 
development means using private money 
and the clear impact needs to be shown 
to justify interventions. Research needs to 
show who benefits and how benefits can 
be enlarged. another conclusion is that 
financial inclusion of migrants is limited 
and needs to be improved to reach the 
full development potential of remittances. 
ms. Voorrips added that remittances are a 
highly technical business and stronger 
partnerships between mFis and mtos are 
needed. an e-mFp action group on 
remittances could take up these chal-
lenges and distinguish critical success and 
failure factors, look further into ways to 
ensure sustainable interventions linking 
migrant organisations, mFi and mtos.

pResentation BY the eC oF the seCond  
eu/aCp miCRoFinanCe pRogRam (2010-2014)

Moderator alessandra lustrati (european Commission)

panelists Emmanuel MoYart (european Commission)

 stefania ZaninEllo (european Commission)

 Edvardas buMstEinas (european investment Bank)

 david baGuMa (amFiu)

this session mainly provided an outline of 
the eC overall involvement in microfi-
nance, reviewed the progress made in 
particular under the first eu-aCp 
microfinance programme and introduced 
the outline of the second eu/aCp 
programme.

alessandra lustRati (eC microfinance 
Focal point) introduced and facilitated the 

session. she explained the eC approach to 
microfinance and described its relation-
ship with broader access to finance and 
support to msme development (including 
the relationship with non-financial 
business development services). the 
trade-off between economic and social 
development in microfinance is not 
encouraged, as the two goals are seen as 
constituting a double bottom-line. the 
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entry point of the analysis for designing 
programmes in microfinance is what 
clients, including micro and small 
entrepreneurs, actually need. this allows 
then for the identification of needs at 
micro, meso and macro levels and is 
translated into a strong priority for 
capacity building and institution building 
of microfinance-related actors. provision 
of capital is not usually included in eC 
microfinance programmes, except for 
some exceptional cases in underserved 
areas. in addition, performance reports 
are centred towards measuring results not 
only in financial terms but also in the area 
of social performance. the overall current 
portfolio of the eC in microfinance stands 
at euR 200 million, distributed over 
approximately 200 ongoing projects in 
more than 80 developing countries (in 
aCp countries, asia, latin america and 
the neighbourhood). Roughly 90% of  
the funds have been invested in micro 
level initiatives but more resources are 
progressively being invested at meso and 

macro level. the eu aCp microfinance 
programme (euR 15 million) is only one of 
the many eC initiatives in microfinance, 
but it has clearly emerged as a flagship 
programme due to its integrated and 
innovative nature.

stefania Zaninello introduced the 
second phase of the eu/aCp microfinance 
programme. this programme will run 
from 2010 to 2014 and has been 
allocated euR 15 million. its objective is to 
contribute to poverty alleviation through 
economic growth by the development of 
inclusive financial systems adapted to the 
needs of the poor in aCp countries. it will 
follow a financial systems approach which 
will foster equitable and efficient local 
markets, capacity building and consumer 
empowerment and pro-poor access to 
finance. ms. Zaninello concluded by 
announcing the upcoming call for 
proposals for the programme will be 
published.

emmanuel moYaRt further explained  
the achievements of the first program in 
greater detail; a 150% increase in clients 
served by the financial institutions that 
were assisted, 40 mFis strengthened,  

2 new microfinance banks created, more 
than 500 mFi staff trained and 70 policy 
makers trained in Boulder. particularly 
noteworthy are the achievements in the 
area of enhancing transparency such  
as triodos’ smaRtRaC sustainability 
reporting, amFiu’s transparency initiatives 
and sidi’s social performance trainings. 
david Baguma then further illustrated 
amFiu’s approach which is based on 
strengthening clients’ bargaining position 
through education, information and 
training through a non-conventional 
multi-channel approach such as drama, 
music, dance, radio, posters, etc. this 
resulted in a Consumer Code of practice 
now widely introduced in the ugandan 
microfinance sector. this code also 
includes complaints handling procedures. 
part of the Code is the prominent display 
of interest rates and fees in local 
languages.

edvardas Bumsteinas of the european 
investment Bank explained the role played 
by the bank in the eu-aCp programme, 
as well as in the broader microfinance 
context. in aCp states, the eiB has 
invested euR 122 million in miVs and euR 
33 million directly in mFis. in addition it 
has allocated euR 20 million in technical 
assistance funding. in the coming years 
the eiB will focus strongly on second tier 
mFis and greenfield banks by targeting 
local currency investments. it will promote 
principles of responsible finance in the 
process. technical assistance will be 
increasingly allocated through public 
tenders.
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Youth FinanCial inClusion: the Role oF miCRoFinanCe and eduCation

Moderator anne-françoise lEfÈVrE (WsBi/e-mFp)

speakers oumar saVadoGo (CiF/ada)

 adil sadoQ (meda)

 Maria pErdoMo (unCdF)

 Jared pEnnEr (ChildFinance international)

prEsEntations

anne-Françoise leFÈVRe began by 
reminding the audience that one third of 
the world’s population is less than 19 
years old and that most of them live in 
developing countries. access to financial 
services can be a powerful tool to 
empower young people and help them 
make life’s decisions. this can influence 
their education and health and can have  
a significant impact on their households 
and communities. 

oumar saVadogo presented Cred’art, 
which provides financial and non-financial 
support to young artisans in West africa. 
it aims to reduce poverty by addressing 
youth unemployment and by addressing 
social performance objectives of mFis, 
questioning what is done for clients 
beyond providing finance. the experi-
ences shared are derived from Burkina 
Faso and senegal. mr. savadogo sees 
many challenges for the young to enter 
the job market, including few opportuni-
ties to gain experience during an 

apprenticeship and a lack of management 
skills, which are seldom included in school 
curriculums. this highlights the import-
ance of non-financial services, such as 
training in the initiative which are 
deployed before, during and credit 
provision. the finance aspect is simplified 
and linked to the provision of work 
equipment to young artisans.

adil sadoQ followed by introducing 
cases from morocco and egypt where 
meda developed projects linking youth 
employment and entrepreneurship. the 
project first analysed the needs of young 
people and adults, which revealed much 
similarity. Young people also want to have 
a job and start their own business. 
however the approach must be different 
because young people’s requirements are 
different. Young people have higher 
mobility, less experience and lower assets. 
meda offers financial and non-financial 
services, including training, savings, 
internships and loans. training is a 
required entry point to gain access to 
other services. the evaluation of the 
programme showed that savings proved 
to be more important for youth than 
loans, while training was essential in 
educating them on access to and 
management of finance. 

maria peRdomo presented unCdF’s new 
initiative Youthstart, which aims to 
increase access of young people, between 
12 and 14 years old, to financial (mostly 
savings) and non-financial services in 
sub-saharan africa. its objectives are to;  
i) financially support 8-10 Financial service 
providers (Fsp) and partner organisations 
to develop and deliver youth inclusive 
financial services, ii) build their institu-
tional capacity to develop and deliver 
these services and iii) expand access to 
and mobilize knowledge related to youth 
financial services. the programme is in its 
first phase which supports 19 Fsps to 
conduct youth inclusive market research. 
the second phase will be launched in 

February 2011 with a competitive RFa 
process that will result in the selection of 
8-10 Fsps that participated in phase 1 to 
provide grants and capacity building to 
roll out the products identified through-
out the market research. it is expected 
that Youthstart will lead to the access to 
financial and non-financial services for 
around 200,000 young people and to  
the dissemination of new products and 
knowledge on youth financial inclusion. 

Jared penneR introduced ChildFinance, 
an organization that seeks to empower  
all children, particularly those who are 
vulnerable and marginalized, by increas-
ing their financial capability, enhancing 
their awareness of social and economic 
rights and improving their access to 
appropriate financial services. Child-
Finance is an umbrella organization that 
aims to build a network of government 
representatives, financial service providers, 
youth educators, ngos, academics and 
donors who believe that access to 
financial and life-skills education, 
combined with access to secure savings, 
contributes to sustainable livelihoods for 
children and young people. the organiza-
tion works alongside governments and 
international institutions in order to create 
a policy environment more conducive to 
ChildFinance at the local, national and 
international level. ChildFinance is 
conducting a survey to map innovative 
products in existence worldwide which 
target children. ChildFinance invites all 
those interested to participate in the 
survey or join one of the working groups 
on the topics of education, Financial 
inclusion, Research, media/technology  
or strategy.  
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discussion and conclusions

paul surreaux (ada) called for engage-
ment of the audience and panel in the 
creation of an e-mFp action group. he 
highlighted the importance of identifying 
efforts regarding youth finance, learning 
from them and the need for creating 
synergies. the action group would also 
need to identify how financial and 
non-financial services can be made 
specific to defined age groups.

the floor discussion was firstly on gender 
bias in interventions for youth. the 
panellists explained that this was not 
specifically planned in most projects and 
the gender ratio depended on the 
product offered. ms. perdomo explained 
that in the case of unCdF, the gender 
issue is mostly addressed during product 
design and Youthstart focuses on using 
the right delivery channels and incentives 
to ensure participation of young girls at 
higher or at least equal rates as boys. the 
discussion then turned to the organisa-
tions’ experience with rural youth. mr. 
sadoq explained that all services are 
provided to young people in urban and 
rural areas, except internships, given the 
high costs incurred in rural areas. in the 
case of unCdF’s project, rural clients may 

be reached via youth specific Vslas. also 
discussed were the capacities of mFis to 
engage in youth finance. the costs and 
risks of such interventions can be too high 
for an mFi to bear and several mature 
mFis do not work with youth. mr. sadoq 
explained that in the case of meda, they 
are engaging with youth together with 
other organisations. By working with 
existing initiatives already targeting youth 
they can share risks and costs and 
increase efficiency and effectiveness. 

linked to the issue of risks, the presenters 
were also asked about repayment levels. 
it was admitted that in some cases, 
follow-up services and repayment have 
been difficult to track. mr. savadogo 
made it clear, however, that the only type 
of credit provided in Cred’art was to 
finance equipment to young artisans 
which reduced risks.

ms. lefèvre concluded that the session 
showed the vital role played by savings as 
a gateway to the formal banking sector 
for young people and the need to 
combine financial and non-financial 
services such as training, internships and 
entrepreneurial guidance, to efficiently 
support their access to employment and 
productive activities. the importance of 

starting to socially and financially 
empower people at a young age was also 
underlined, through financial education 
and the provision of adapted and 
accessible banking products to children.  
a number of initiatives have now been 
developed, mostly in africa. e-mFp has a 
role to play in developing synergies and 
exchanging experiences and lessons 
learned.
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Value Chains and miCRoFinanCe: What is the linK?

Moderator calvin MillEr (Fao)

speakers Hugo coudErÉ (alterfin)

 Michaël de Groot (Rabobank Foundation)

 tom rauscH (pride africa/drumnet)

 Miriam cHEroGonY (iFadaFRiCa/Kmp Kenya)

prEsEntations

after introducing the panel, Calvin 
milleR posed the question whether Value 
Chain had become a “fad” word. his 
presentation “using the value chain in 
financing agriculture” therefore started 
with summarising a number of trends  
and a definition on value chain financing 
(VCF). according to mr. miller, VCF is the 
next wave of cost improvement for 
organisations, even more so with the 
current economic and financial crisis.  
he distinguished four value chain business 
models; producer-driven, buyer-driven, 
facilitator-driven and integrated. mr. 
miller subsequently presented five types 
of VCF products; product financing, 
receivable financing, physical asset 
collateralisation, risk mitigation products 
and financial enhancements. in conclu-
sion, mr. miller summarised key lessons 
learned with respect to understanding, 
assessing and structuring VCF and 
referred to a range of policies required  
to support VCF.

hugo CoudeRÉ explained that alterfin, 
having 40% invested in smallholder 
agriculture value chains, looks at the issue 
of VCF from the perspective of smallhold-
er organisations. mr. Couderé expressed 
the belief that smallholders have a future, 
but they lack a link with microfinance. 
Value chain approaches are mostly geared 
to commodities. smallholder producers 
may obtain access to microfinance 
through cooperatives and saCCos, 
although they face several challenges. 
smallholders often operate in adverse  
and volatile markets, repayment capaci-
ties are vulnerable and they lack collateral. 
problems at chain level relate to fragmen-
tation and a lack of price and market 
information, but also to distortive 
government and policy support and  
a low number of financial intermediaries 
working in rural areas. these chain issues 
cannot be solved at the level of mFis, but 
rather by other development actors and 
programmes. partnerships are required  
to solve development issues, such as 
horizontal and vertical integration, when 

linking smallholders to mFis, financial 
intermediation and innovative financial 
products.

michaël de gRoot introduced Rabo-
bank’s VCF approach. With the challenges 
that the world is facing regarding food 
and environment, Rabobank offers three 
different types of institutions serving 
supply chains worldwide; Rabobank 
Foundation, Rabobank development and 
Rabobank international. mr. de groot 
continued explaining Rabobank’s 
approach with two practical examples; 
one in which the Rabobank Foundation 
actively partnered to partake in a 
guarantee structure to give producer 
organisations and saCCo’s more 
credibility, the other focused more on  
the vertical integration of the supply  
chain and financing structure, applying 
innovative tools to cover particular risks.

tom RausCh presented the drumnet 
project, launched in 2003/4 as a platform 
to innovate agriculture financing by 
integrating iCt, for example by using 
texting-services to support transaction. 
the platform facilitates and incentivises 
cooperation between supply chain 
partners to make financing feasible. 
members pay a fee, which gives them 
access to a range of inputs and services, 
such as fixed purchase price contracts.  
mr. Raush shared three main challenges:

•	 Technical	difficulties	of	having	farmers	
work with their technology and with 
modifying it systems to accommodate 
changes in the drumnet model

•	 Partnerships	problems	with	stakehold-
ers staying within agreements and 
donors allowing them to pursue their 
model, rather than donor agendas

•	 Investment	issues	with	getting	private	
investment to put appropriate it and 
management structures in place. this 
was difficult as nothing like drumnet 
existed and due to high risks inherent 
to the agricultural sector.
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in the initial phase of the programme it 
was apparent that there was a gap 
between the technical people and the 
agricultural people. the programme also 
incurred extra costs as certain “grey 
areas” remained where responsibilities/
tasks had not been clearly defined. 
another constraint with the programme 
was that it is highly innovative nature at 
times made it time-consuming to align all 
the actors involved. mr. Rausch offered 
the following lessons learned:

•	 Think	five	years	ahead	and	be	careful	
who you work with

•	 Make	sure	to	get	information	about	
the ground-level

•	 Be	true	to	your	model
•	 The	use	of	ICT	is	crucial	when	working	

with poor and dispersed communities, 
but try and build a modular system that 
will not break down if one part fails. discussion and conclusions

the moderator asked how Rabobank’s 
examples can be used to strengthen the 
link between microfinance and value de 
chains. mr. de groot replied that bringing 
actors together in the value chain reduces 
risks, making it easier to qualify for 
financing (i.e. interdependency instead of 
stand-alone). the moderator continued 
that having many actors and roles this 
implies many different ways of working 
and with different tools. an additional 
question referred to the earlier mentioned 
“grey areas” - who should cover these? 
ms. Cherogony responded that informa-
tion brokering and packaging is crucial for 
effective linkages and mr. de groot added 
that in each situation you will need to 
analyse and design the right set-up of the 
chain and financing mechanisms to make 
sure they are not grey.

on the question regarding how prices are 
set in the value chain - by chain partners 
or the market, the panel agreed that this 
depends on the country, the product and 
the setting, such as who drives the 
intervention and the power relations. 
Chain governance is therefore a crucial 
issue. When asked who should provide 
technical assistance, mr. de groot stressed 
that as a value chain is an integrated 
system with different actors at different 
stages, the respective partnership designs 
the programme according to need and 
divides the work and technical assistance 
accordingly. mr. miller mentioned a 
one-stop-shop example from india and 
added that technical assistance is always 
an issue. someone from the floor 

remarked that in this respect the 
following aspects must be considered for 
producer organisations; governance and 
loyalty, management skills, production 
and innovation, harvesting management 
and more funding to make groups 
stronger to access finance.

the moderator concluded that iFad and 
Fao offer good knowledge databases and 
platforms to share experiences, as well as 
links to useful partners.

miriam CheRogonY’s presentation 
focused on the role of knowledge 
management in VCF, in order to “improve 
the way we do business to improve and 
impact on rural livelihoods”. the Rural 
Finance Knowledge management 
partnership’s aims are to deepen learning, 
build capacities and improve work in VCF. 
Based on lessons learned, ms. Cherogony 
advocates for:

•	 Building	partnerships	comprising	both	
strategic partners and programme-
based partners

•	 Promoting	public-private	partnerships	
and also engaging civic stakeholders 

•	 New	investment	mechanisms	to	
increase access of the rural poor to 
financial services and more tailored 
products, methodologies and 
continuous education

•	 Design	new	and	appropriate	incentives	
and guarantee mechanisms to 
leverage bank credits and de-risk the 
sector. technical assistance, knowledge 
management and communication and 
innovation through partnerships are 
crucial in this respect.
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uniVeRsitY meets miCRoFinanCe:  
pResentations oF aWaRd Winning miCRoFinanCe ReseaRCh thesis

pim engels provided empirical insights 
on “mission drift in microfinance” by ana-
lyzing 600 mFis, operating in 84 coun-
tries. mr. engels explained that, based on 
his findings, investors could recognize and 
prevent mission drift taking place 
amongst the mFis in their portfolio. First, 
mr. engels concentrated on the role of 
institutional and country risk indicators in 
predicting the financial and social 
performance of mFis. his findings suggest 
for instance that regulation, network 
membership and institution size do not 
affect financial performance of mFis. 
Country risk rating is negatively associ-
ated with the financial performance of 
mFis. alternatively, regulation, size and 
country risk rating negatively affect the 
social performance of mFis. network 

membership positively affects the social 
performance of mFis. then, mr. engels 
explored how variations of these 
indicators influence the trade-off between 
the financial and social performance of 
mFis. strong evidence for the existence of 
such a trade-off is found. nevertheless, by 
balancing the profitability, cost efficiency 
and productivity of the institution, mFis 
can prevent the occurrence of mission 
drift. the regulation and size of institu-
tions make mFis more susceptible, while 
network membership makes mFis less 
susceptible to the occurrence of mission 
drift. Young mFis are more susceptible to 
mission drift. no evidence is found to 
suggest that mFis operating in countries 
associated with a high country risk rating 
are more susceptible to the occurrence of 

mission drift. mr. engels concluded that 
investors can prioritize institutional and 
country risk rating indicators in order to 
assess the balance between the financial 
and social performance of mFis. 

in the discussion, mr. engels explained one 
of the limitations of his research, which 
consists of the available data on social 
performance indicators. he used “average 
loan size”, which is a fervently discussed 
indicator for social performance.

mr. engels wrote “mission drift in 
microfinance” under the supervision of 
prof. thorsten Beck and in cooperation 
with ing microfinance. a printed version 
of the thesis can be ordered at  
www.universitymeetsmicrofinance.eu. 

the session introduced the work of three 
young researchers on the topics “mission 
drift in microfinance” and “non-financial 
services”. the researchers were supported  
by the european Commission to carry out 
their research in the frame of the 
“university meets microfinance” 
programme. the session was introduced 
by dr Célestin muRengeZi, of the 
european Commission, and moderated  
by Francois duRollet, planet Finance. 

Mission drift in Microfinance: the influence of institutional and country risk indicators  
on the trade-off between the financial and social performance of microfinance institutions

speaker pim EnGEls (tilburg university)

Microfinance non-financial services: a key for poverty alleviation?  
lessons from Mexico

speaker olga biosca (university of sheffield)

olga BiosCa introduced the current 
debate on “microfinance non-financial 
services” and highlighted that these 
services have been recently reformulated 
as high quality demand-led programmes. 
she explained that in the mexican 
context, these are now voluntary, can 
have a cost for the borrower and are 
frequently supplied in partnership with 

specialized public or private agencies. ms. 
Biosca’s research focused on two specific 
programs; Business development services 
and preventive health services. ms. Biosca 
examined and compared the participation 
determinants and added impact of the 
training sessions on the poverty outcomes 
of the borrowers, using primary data from 
a survey of clients of two credit-plus 
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programs in Chiapas. her results suggest 
that the decision to participate in non 
financial services mainly depends on the 
borrowers’ characteristics. high quality 
voluntary non-financial services increase 
income levels and the likelihood of being 
above the poverty line. the main policy 
message is that “credit-plus” services, 
either focused on business development 
or health issues, do add value to the 
impact of microfinance amongst 
better-off clients (both influencing skills 
and social capital), but that more needs to 
be done if they are to reach people at the 
bottom end of the pyramid.

thilo Klein conducted discrete choice 
experiments with indian microfinance 
institution spandana with 1,227 slum 
dwellers in hyderabad. he researched the 
question why a large proportion of those 
living below the poverty line choose to 
pay for maternity care services in private 
hospitals. this is so, even though public 
services are essentially free of charge and 
the private health sector is more expen-
sive and generally employs less-qualified 
professionals.

mr. Klein presented his experimental 
findings which suggest that an effective 
pro-poor policy should provide fairly 
priced “insurance cover” for medication 
related expenses. this “insurance cover” 
is implicitly contained in contracts offered 

the programme “university meets 
microfinance” is co-financed by the 
european union and was initiated in 2009 
by planet Finance and the Freie univer-
sität Berlin. By organizing seminars and 
workshops at european universities, 
offering scholarships and promoting 
publications, the programme aims to 
support students researching on microfi-
nance; to foster the exchange and 
collaboration between academics and 
practitioners and to raise public aware-
ness on current microfinance related 

Why india’s urban poor choose to go private: health policy simulations in slums of Hyderabad

speaker thilo klEin (university of Cambridge)

about university Meets Microfinance 

by some private providers, who sell 
delivery packages to the poor which are 
“all-inclusive”, including necessary 
medicines at a fixed rate, payable up 
front. the situation in public hospitals is 
different - the cost for external medica-
tion makes up for a considerable 
proportion of total expenses. these 
out-of-pocket expenses are uncertain and 
a source of some risk. the “insurance 
cover” of these uncertain expenses is 
shown to be the predominant hospital 
attribute for those living below $2.5 usd 
per day. their predilection for private 
hospitals is in part explained by their 
demand for insurance in order to smooth 
their incomes and to obtain access to 
otherwise unaffordable medicines.

in his presentation, thilo Klein positioned 
these findings in the academic debate - 
new theories of insurance demand 
suggest that lower income people should 
demand more health insurance than 
higher income people. his results show 
that low income respondents indeed have 
a higher willingness to pay for the insured 
provision of the uncertain component of 
medication compared to higher income 
people. a printed version of the thesis can 
be ordered at  
www.universitymeetsmicrofinance.eu. 

issues. so far more than 1,300 students, 
practitioners and professors from 26 
universities in 12 countries have partici-
pated in the programme. in 2010 an 
action group “university meets micro-
finance” has been set up by the e-mFp.
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ResponsiBle pRiCing in miCRoFinanCe:  
What is to Be ConsideRed FaiR and What does FaiRness entail?

Moderator bonnie bruskY (independent microfinance consultant)

speakers Marek Hudon (CeRmi)

 Herman abEls (Blue Rhino Consult)

 isabelle barrÈs (the smart Campaign)

 alexandria fiorillo (mFtransparency)

prEsEntations

marek hudon began with a brief 
historical perspective of predominant 
industry thinking about the level of 
interest rates. Quoting a few papers from 
the mid to late 2000s it becomes clear 
that at the supply side few were worried 
about excessive pricing. during this 
period, sustainability, growth and profit 
motives took precedence. lately this has 
changed, inspired by impact studies, 
growing concern over massive over-
indebtedness and a general discomfort 
among more and more industry stake-
holders about financial sector perform-
ance due to the credit crisis. he explained 
that pricing can be tackled at two levels: 
first as a bargaining between clients and 
institution which requires transparency 
and compliance and second, as a moral 
debate with potential implications of 
injustice and fairness. he presented three 
concepts of fairness in pricing; by capping 
interest rates, by focusing on the demand, 
or by a combination of both. he conclud-
ed by maintaining that pricing debates 
are gradually putting the whole sector  
at risk.

herman aBels followed up on this need 
for responsible pricing and stated that  
the sector at large has not impressively 
progressed on the application of both 
market and social objectives. subsidy 
injection into the sector is legitimized 
from a social perspective but tends to 
favour supply side players and does not 

translate into client benefits in pricing. a 
drastic solution is to apply rigorous 
regulation at the commercially viable part 
of the industry, including capping of 
interest rates such as is done in mature 
markets and the withdrawal of develop-
ment subsidies from that segment. these 
could be put to better use through risk 
reduction instruments benefitting the 
segments of the market focussing on the 
poorest-of-the-poor and other popula-
tions and which are not commercially 
viable. this is to be achieved through 
public-private partnerships where the 
public sector defines policy priorities and 
invites and supports the private sector to 
develop these markets.

isabelle BaRRÈs, representing the smart 
Campaign, called for both transparent 
and responsible pricing that covers the 
full range of financial products offered by 
the microfinance sector. there are various 
methods to introduce responsible pricing, 
all with their respective pros and cons; 
capping interest rates, capping of 
margins, addressing the returns on equity 
expectations, “comparative transpar-
ency”, that is the standardization of 
pricing mechanisms and lastly the 
promotion of competition. the smart 
Campaign endorsed the comparative 
transparency approach. Beyond that, it is 
critical to require pricing disclosure, to 
educate stakeholders, to promote client 
education, to learn more about returns on 
investment and to promote competition.

alexandra FioRilllo advocated for a 
combination of self-regulation, transpar-
ent pricing and supportive government 
regulation. if it comes to actually 
determining effective rates mFtranspar-
ency has found that the practice of 
calculating average portfolio yield masks 
the true price of credit and hides 
substantial price variations. the combined 
approach advocated also allows taking 
into account variations in national 
regulation in the area of truth in lending. 
transparency ultimately will affect pricing 
of products due to full disclosure of 
pricing in a competitive setting. mFis 
charging above average prices will be 
pushed to lower their rates. in that sense, 
transparency in pricing leads to a sense of 
acting responsibly.

discussion

the forum discussion revealed general 
discomfort with current pricing practices. 
most mFis, as one participant noted, have 
“social” written all over them but fail to 
act responsibly. these players are still 
demanding high flat rates and large 
mandatory savings contributions. another 
participant called for applying the 
transparency concept not only to 
practitioners but also to investors. some 
suggested that local governments should 
play a more active role in demanding 
transparency.
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hoW to measuRe impaCt on poVeRtY alleViation:  
What does aVailaBle eVidenCe tell us?

Moderator Erna karrEr-rüEdi (Credit suisse/e-mFp)

speakers Meritxell MartinEZ (Cgap)

 teshome daYEsso (Buusaa gonofaa)

 bernd balkEnHol (ilo)

prEsEntations

meritxell maRtineZ began by stating that 
there is general confusion in the microfi-
nance industry between monitoring social 
performance and evaluating impact, the 
latter being the focus of this presentation. 
ms. martinez observed that quantitative 
and experimental forms of evaluating 
impact have increased in popularity, but 
still present difficulties. impact studies are 
expensive to donors, require a long time 
span to be significant and can be complex 
in terms of their political and ethical 
context. at the same time, such studies, 
when well done, avoid selection bias,  
thus providing strong evidence to mFis, 
funders and policy-makers. Randomized 
Control trials (RCts) provide insight into 
when does access to financial services 
improve welfare measurably and for 
whom. 

ms. martinez further disseminated lessons 
learnt based on recent evidence present-
ed at the microfinance impact and 
innovation Conference in new York, 
which extensively dealt with the measure-
ment of impact of microfinance through 
RCts of credit, savings, insurance, 
financial education and product testing.

teshome daYesso continued by 
presenting Buusaa gonofaa’s method of 
assessing the impact of microfinance on 
poverty alleviation. Buusaa gonofaa 
needed to move beyond success stories, 
to systematically measure how its services 
improve client livelihoods. the solution 

was to ask directly clients in the field.  
in order to make their indicators tangible, 
clients were asked what being poor 
means to them. mr. dayesso referred to 
the results of this diagnosis as the “lack” 
indicators, considering elements such as 
food security, clothing, income, etc. 
Clients were also asked how Buusaa 
gonofaa’s products helped them to 
improve their livelihood or reach their 
aspirations, such as by expanding their 
businesses or improving their home. in 
this way, the approach took into account 
both the context of clients (“lack” 
indicators) and their perspectives 
(“improvement” indicators). data has 
been recorded for 2,000 clients who were 
(based on their scores) classified as very 
poor, poor and not so poor. their 
movement along these categories was 
also tracked on every loan cycle. mr. 
dayesso acknowledged that the indicators 
of success are essentially asset-focused, 
but do offer clear insight into impact 
(“improvement”) compared to other 
indicators. For instance, loan repayments 
do not necessary mean success, since loans 
might be repaid by liquidating assets. 

Bernd BalKenhol presented ilo’s action 
research called “microfinance for decent 
Work”, which is an attempt to apply RCts 
to track social impact on mFi clients.  
ilo approaches social performance and 
impact from the perspective of labour. 
From this perspective, mFi clients cope 
with serious and measurable labour 
challenges, such as child labour, bad 
working conditions and over-indebted-
ness. ilo has engaged 16 mFi partners 
around the world which identified their 
respective work-related problem areas  
to select key research variables. each mFi 
conducted a baseline survey before 
introducing innovative products to clients 
and repeated it every six months. Working 
with control groups who were not offered 
the new products, allowed them to 
control for external factors. mr. Balkenhol 
concluded that providing evidence of 
impact is essential for the microfinance 
industry - particularly in view of the 
present controversies about the scope  
and limitations of microfinance as an 
anti-poverty strategy.
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discussion and conclusions

the discussion first revolved around the 
methodology of impact evaluation. the 
audience questioned the combined 
impact of different financial products 
upon the control group in RCts; also as 
residual clients tracked over the years 
provide a bias towards good results. the 
panel agreed that all methodologies have 
problems. For instance, results can be 
affected when clients also have access to 
informal services. nonetheless, incorpo-
rating RCts ensures that we compare 
“apples to apples”. as for “residual 
clients”, ms. martinez acknowledged that 
a positive bias exists as it is mainly the 
successful clients that stay with the mFi, 
but explained how Cgap sees this as an 
opportunity to study why clients leave 
microfinance programmes. mr. Balkenhol 
added that the implications of client 
drop-outs are usually addressed in the 
research methodology, by starting with a 

wide sample basis. he considers honesty 
to be the best protection against research 
bias and recognising (public) misconcep-
tions on microfinance. the promise of 
microfinance has provided, from its 
beginning, a need to measure impact, but 
only recently has this been recognised by 
the industry.

the floor discussion then turned to the 
definition of poverty. mr. dayesso stressed 
that there is no universal indicator 
available to measure poverty alleviation as 
the meaning of poverty is diverse. in this 
sense, should mFis spend resources 
measuring impact or for instance, invest 
in client feedback mechanisms? on this 
note, the applicability of impact studies 
was questioned - do they influence 
product design and delivery methods? 
the presenters explained that available 
tools need to be simplified to facilitate 
decision making. this can be done 
through training and needs to be 

developed gradually to fit the mFi’s 
context. still, the panel agreed that 
existing tools have already allowed mFis 
to make educated decisions on, for 
example, revising their loan policies.

in a concluding note, erna KaRReR-RÜedi 
emphasized that the demand for impact 
evidence in the industry calls for humility 
and transparency in results. this will allow 
for better alignment of the industry to the 
needs of target groups, which is benefi-
cial for the industry in the long-term. 

inCReasing aCCess to FinanCe using moBile BanKing seRViCes:  
What aRe the FaCtoRs mFis should ConsideR BeFoRe engaging  
in m-BanKing solutions?

Moderator carol caruso (triple Jump advisory services)

speakers Malith GunasEkara (shorebank)

 oscar bErnal (Banco de Bogotá)

 benoit dEstoucHEs (aga Khan Foundation)

prEsEntations

Carol CaRuso began by presenting triple 
Jump advisory service’s work in m-Bank-
ing projects, the relationships between 
different actors and services, such as 
through agents’ networks and the 
importance of regulation. she also 
elaborated on the importance of 
conducting a detailed market analysis to 
determine the needs and feasibility of 
services and the mapping of customers 
and the agents’ network in relation to 
existing mFi infrastructure before jumping 
into m-Banking projects. For mFis, the 
important questions for considering 
m-Banking methodology are; why, when 
and how? an especially vital element 
mentioned is a proper management 
information system, without which, ms. 
Caruso explained, the success of an 
m-Banking channel can be jeopardised. 
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according to ms. Caruso, it is easier to 
read and learn about potential benefits 
than to reap those benefits in practice; 
much is hyped and internal and external 
challenges can exasperate mFis if not well 
prepared. ms. Caruso provided examples 
of triple Jump advisory services’ projects, 
including challenges, lessons learned and 
benefits, from Rwanda and Kenya.

oscar BeRnal presented a case of 
m-Banking with coffee growers in 
Colombia. Banco de Bogotá was faced 
with several challenges in 2005. Cash 
substitution was needed to lower 
transaction costs and cope with security 
issues, while the bank wanted to improve 
financial access for unbanked and 
dispersed populations and increase 
financial inclusion. its solution, introduc-
ing a smart Card, proved more difficult 
than expected, evolving to an m-Banking 
solution. much effort was needed to 
make customers aware of the merits of 
such a tool for cash-substitution, such as 
its efficiency, ease of use and that it does 
not require intermediaries. as lessons 
learned, he mentioned that in order to 
make financial access to poor people 
possible it is necessary to be innovative 
and dare to take risks, keeping in mind 
that, sustainability does not always have 
to be based on transactional fees. it is 
important however to start the project 
with a clear business plan. partnering with 
organisations and government helps and 
cultural and social aspects must be taken 
into account. he concluded by stating 
that microcredit is an effective way to 
achieve financial inclusion and m-Banking 
is the tool that can bring it to the 
unbanked.

malith gunaseKaRa explained that it 
had been difficult for many financial 
institutions to get into m-Banking and 
worldwide there have been more failures 
than successes. most think it is a 
technology-lead initiative but in fact, the 
technology component is only around 
15% of the overall project activity. it is 

vital to carry out a detailed feasibility 
study and review business models 
available before embarking on m-Banking 
in order to minimize risks and make it a 
success. although reading case-studies 
can offer valuable insights, you cannot 
duplicate best practices from elsewhere, 
as every situation is different. it is 
important to do a thorough market 
research to identify products and services, 
identify start-up needs, transaction costs, 
delivery channels, agent network options, 
internal capacity building requirements 
etc. and make a 5-year financial plan 
identifying initial, operational and 
recurring costs before embarking on 
m-Banking.

the mobile banking programme that 
Benoit destouChes described in the 
case of afghanistan was less based on a 
well-defined feasibility analysis, as the 
circumstances made such studies quite 
difficult. decision-making was rather 
based on four main criteria; poor 
infrastructure, security issues, a large 
unbanked population and popularity of 
mobile phones. such a technological 
jump was made possible due to the 
opening up of mobile networks, but also 
thanks to the population’s familiarity with 
hawala, a traditional islamic money 
transfer system. the First microFinance-
Bank started with pilots in 2007 to test 
the registration process and systems and 
to determine possible bottlenecks in loan 
repayments and it systems. the mobile 
network systems (Roshan, Vodafone) also 
initially posed some challenges. as 
important lessons learned, mr. destouch-
es underlined the importance of going 
back to basics, even in afghanistan; 
understanding the market, creating trust 
within your own organisation, under-
standing your partners (mobile banking is 
only part of the work) and managing the 
agents’ network.

discussion and conclusions

When asked to what extent mobile 
banking changed the social ties of mFis 
with their clientele, mr. destouches 
responded that saving time through 
mobile banking technology enabled staff 
to spend more time understanding and 
relating to the client. next, the discussion 
turned to fraud and control. ms. Caruso 
explained that you can build in tracking 
systems in m-Banking i.e. operations to 
detect malpractice. mr. gunasekara 
added that money-trails are a must, for all 
transactions you need a strong back-up 
system, also for customer relations and 
transparency purposes.

mr. destouches mentioned that agent 
incentives are needed, mostly percentages 
on transactions, to which ms. Caruso 
added that this also offers a good 
opportunity for networking with partners 
and agents. this brought the discussion 
also to the issue of regulations, which 
were found to be more easily resolved by 
banks and needed early engagement with 
mobile network operators, added mr. 
Bernal.

in conclusion, many new innovations 
were reported, but careful business 
development is required as there are still 
more challenges than successes. different 
situations require different technologies, 
partnering and methodologies - copycat-
ting is not possible and not advised. 
nevertheless, m-Banking is a very 
effective technology for quick and 
effective transfers and reduces transaction 
costs considerably
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during this session mayada el-ZoghBi 
and alessandra lustRati provided 
statements for discussion at the client, 
the financial institution, the regulatory 
and the funder level. ms. el-Zoghbi first 
announced the Cgap Resource guide for 
Funders on advancing savings services 
which is available on the Cgap website 
for public commentary. Jasmina glisoViC 
then underlined the importance of sav-
ings to the poor as a tool to manage in-
come, as a safety net and to build assets. 
For mFis savings are a source of funding 
and offer opportunities for cross-selling. 
the main providers remain savings and 
postal banks, accounting for about 75% 
of the 1.4 billion accounts worldwide, al-

though their share heavily depends on the 
country context. although the number of 
savings accounts increases by 5% annu-
ally, 2.7 billion adults still do not have ac-
cess due to various challenges, including 
limited awareness among clients, limited 
incentives and insight into client needs 
among financial institutions, inadequate 
physical infrastructure and regulatory 
impediments.

the first statement was that informal 
saving services are sufficient for the poor. 
Both mr. mauReR and ms. losse agreed 
that informal savings services have an im-
portant function, but they are unregulat-
ed, unsafe, are prone to group instability 
and fraud and savings groups often lack 
capacity. informal systems are competi-
tive and effective in some cases, but not 
when there is need for increased liquidity 
and access. Based on the statement that 
credit cooperatives are already savings-led 
institutions and could be the main savings 
service provider to the poor, ms. glisovic 
related this to whether they are regulated. 
if they are not, they lack the potential to 
meet growing market demands.  

Building loCal deposit dRiVen FinanCial maRKets:  
What Role FoR FundeRs and miCRoFinanCe aCtoRs?

Moderators Mayada El-ZoGHbi (Cgap) and alessandra lustrati (european Commission)

speakers Jasmina GlisoVic (Cgap)

 klaus MaurEr (Finance in motion)

 karen lossE (gtZ)

Countering the statement that ngos 
should always be allowed to take savings, 
mr. maurer highlighted that when serving 
as agents for regulated institutions, ngos 
could take on this role, but without ex-
plicit regulation ngos should not. ngos 
lack strong owners to provide the finan-
cial backing needed to be responsible 
for savings. to the statement that grant 
support is the most important tool for 
savings mobilisation, ms. losse responded 
that grants can help to build necessary 
infrastructure and capacity. mr. maurer 
added that using grants for refinancing 
undermines savings mobilisation.

a comment from the audience ques-
tioned the strong focus on regulation and 
instead raised the point that adequate 
financial literacy at the savings group level 
should often suffice. others argued that 
all institutions that mobilize savings need 
to be regulated to ensure trust. although 
supervisory institutions in many countries 
might lack the capacity to supervise all 
saving institutions, innovations such as 
off-site supervision can aid them. mr. 
maurer underscored that regulation is a 
must. saving based systems have reputa-
tional risks that credit-only institutions do 
not have. the sector can integrate inter-
mediate solutions such as tiered supervi-
sion, financial audits and rating agencies.

the next statement focused on financial 
capability and its influence on savings 
behaviour, which returned the discussion 
to the client level. ms. losse responded 
that awareness of the importance of sav-
ing needs to be developed from an early 
state. Financial literacy is more effective 
when combined with saving practice, but 
according to ms. glisovic evidence on 
the impact of financial literacy has been 
mixed. on the statement that it is too 
costly for mFis to transform to offer sav-
ings services, mr. maurer responded that 
savings can be a powerful tool as a source 
of mFi funding. mFis need to consider 
transformation to mobilize savings as a 
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long-term investment. donor assistance 
for transformation is limited as investment 
needs are high and there remains easy 
access to debt finance. ms. losse added 
that mFis also need to promote a change 
in attitude among their staff. 

the following statement focused on regu-
lators; they should emphasise financial sta-
bility, not access to finance. the panellists 
agreed that both are important, but that 
stability builds trust and this eventually 
leads to sustainable access and savings 
mobilisation. on the level of funders, 
the moderators made the statement that 
investors cannot play a major role in sav-
ings mobilisation as their main instrument 
is debt financing. mr. maurer agreed that 
they can undermine savings mobilisation 
by providing easy access to debt finance, 
but indicated that they can play a role in 
building systems that close the gap be-
tween short-term savings and long-term 
credit provision and as such, provide an 
incentive for institutions to offer savings.

the discussion among the participants 
then returned towards the consequences 
and the reasons for mFis to transform. 

one comment from the floor stated that 
transformation can require a large shift in 
lending methodologies, for example away 
from group-lending. 

alternatively, transformation may influ-
ence the profile of potential borrowers 
as savings bring in different clients than 
credit. one reason to transform is when 
debt finance becomes too expensive or 
unavailable. however, ms. glisovic indi-
cated that often the decision to take on 
savings is not based on thorough feasibil-
ity studies. mr. maurer added that mFis 
are also compelled to take on savings as 
clients demand savings or move away to 
institutions that do offer them. mFis need 
to become aware of the information on 
client credit worthiness that savings offer, 
compared to the close monitoring credit 
provision requires. as regards a com-
ment on foreign ownership in relation to 
institutional stability, he added that for an 
institution taking in savings, it is impor-
tant that owners are financially strong.  
as such, although local ownership might 
be preferable, foreign owners can bring  
financial stability and reputational benefits.

the next statement was that it is simply 
too costly to offer low-balance savings 
accounts. the panel disagreed as the poor 
do not expect high returns. to counter 
high administration costs, mFis need to 
apply context-specific models and innova-
tions and consider increased incomes 
through cross-selling. Based on the state-
ment that community-based institutions 
should be regulated and supervised as 
other financial institutions, ms. losse 
stressed the need for risk assessments to 
determine prudential risks, the costs of 
supervision and the internal checks and 
balances of community-based systems. 
Codes of conduct are not sufficient for 
savings-based systems as in credit-based 
systems. as to the statement that all 
funders should focus on saving mobilisa-
tion, the panel disagreed. this should be 
based on a funder’s internal capacity.
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Closing plenaRY: looKing BeYond miCRoFinanCe

Moderator Emmanuel de lutZEl (head of microfinance Bnp paribas)

speakers tilman EHrbEck (Ceo ggap)

 damian Von stauffEnbErG (Chairman and Founder microrate)

 Marc bicHlEr (director of development Cooperation,  
 ministry of Foreign affairs luxembourg/Chairman e-mFp)

addrEssEs

emmanuel de lutZel stressed e-mFp’s 
collective strength to address the public 
backlash based on the andhra pradesh 
crisis. he explained e-mFp was using the 
opportunity of european microfinance 
Week to issue a press release on the in-
dian crisis and offered participants the 
opportunity to comment on the prepared 
draft. he added that we need to make 
sure microfinance actors, governments 
and the public do not “throw out the 
baby with the bathwater”. microfinance 
is not a poverty reduction miracle, but 
access to financial services does play a 
critical role in enabling businesses and 
communities to develop. in this session, 
he invited government, private sector and 
donor representatives to look beyond 
microfinance and he asked his panel 
members about their hopes and fears  
for future microfinance development.

tilman ehRBeCK, stated that he is mainly 
hopeful, but is afraid that important 
stakeholders in the microfinance industry 
might lose their faith in its potential to 
reach the 2.7 billion people still lacking 
access to finance. he is hopeful that the 
right lessons will be drawn concerning the 

need for better information on microfi-
nance’s impact and from the crisis in 
andhra pradesh. on the issue of impact, 
Cgap is supporting ongoing research; 
emerging evidence suggests that the 
question is not whether microcredit helps 
poor people but when does it help 
whom, and why? as to the crisis, it is 
important that we learn from the failures 
and over-lending. the second hope he 
shared was that the sector reaffirms a 
broader vision of financial inclusion, 
based on demand, supply and an en-
abling environment. We need to better 
understand the different needs of microfi-
nance’s diverse clients, build financial 
systems to work with more people at the 
bottom-of-the-pyramid at lower costs and 
we need an enabling environment with 
the right checks and balances.

damian Von stauFFenBeRg emphasized 
that microcredit has attracted so much 
attention, because it promised to alleviate 
poverty. But not all small loans to poor 
people fulfil this promise. today, many 
so-called “microfinance institutions” lend 
for consumption. Common sense sug-
gests that loans that are not used to  
create wealth leave borrowers poorer,  

not richer. events in india and in other 
countries bear this out. he called on the 
audience to remember, that alleviating 
poverty lies at the heart of microfinance.

marc BiChleR expressed two wishes. 
Firstly, he hopes for continued coopera-
tion and progress at the european level in 
the european microfinance platform and 
thanked axel de Ville, the outgoing  
Chairman of the e-mFp for all his efforts 
in the last years. his second wish was that 
microfinance retains an important role in 
financing for development and that pov-
erty alleviation remains our prime objec-
tive. also, official development aid needs 
to be used more efficiently and effectively 
in closer coordination with other actors. 
he expressed the fear that while the ab-
sorption capacity of microfinance institu-
tions is not keeping up with the develop-
ments in the availability of funding, there 
exists a danger of investor fatigue and the 
credibility of microfinance as a viable 
investment opportunity could be jeopar-
dized. in this respect, mr. Bichler also 
stressed the importance of smart, bal-
anced regulation for microfinance. 
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discussion

mr. ehrbeck commented that there is a 
need to look beyond credit, to savings 
and insurance. smart regulation is impor-
tant, but needs to take into account large 
differences between these products.  
We should not compromise especially on 
the issue of savings. mr. Bichler added 
that for smart regulation, there is also the 
need for smart political will. he sees that 
this will exists among political leaders in 
developed countries to come to more 
homogenous enabling legislation.

a comment from the audience returned 
the discussion to the public image of 
microfinance as a silver bullet for develop-
ment. mr. von stauffenberg agreed that 
microfinance and especially microcredit 
need to be seen in broader perspective  

of development tools. mr. ehrbeck ex-
plained that such realism about the  
potential of microfinance and the broader 
drive for financial inclusion does exist 
among policy makers. a second comment 
from the audience called for improved 
measurement and evaluation of impact  
to demonstrate what we achieve and 
how we can achieve more. the impor-
tance of research on microfinance for a 
better understanding of the sector was 
emphasised. the floor discussion then 
turned to communicating about the im-
pact of microfinance. there is a need for 
expectation management and for ad-
dressing public disappointment. 

the microfinance sector should learn from 
mistakes and clearly communicate about 
what went wrong and how it should be 
improved. mr. ehrbeck responded that in 

addition to being honest, we also need  
to broaden our perspective. Credit has 
shown that the poor are bankable,  
but credit is not suitable for everyone.  
according to mr. von stauffenberg there  
is a need for differentiation and segmenta-
tion. microfinance practitioners need to be 
clear about what they do and what they 
do not.
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list of participants
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first naME last naME coMpanY/institution countrY

nader aCKall academy for educational development / esaF ta program West Bank

martin stRoBel academy of german Cooperatives (adg) germany

Rüdiger meisteR academy of german Cooperatives (adg) germany

paul suRReauX ada luxembourg

Benjamin maCKaY ada luxembourg

marilène oBeRlin ada luxembourg

david Quien ada luxembourg

matthew genaZZini ada luxembourg

Coralie ZaCChino ada luxembourg

sophie WiesneR ada luxembourg

Francesca RandaZZo ada luxembourg

luc VandeWeeRd ada luxembourg

Wendy medRano-laZo ada luxembourg

magali paulus ada luxembourg

Quentin leQuYeR ada luxembourg

patrick losCh ada luxembourg

emma-Jayne paul ada luxembourg

Corinne FeYpel-molitoR ada luxembourg

axel de Ville ada / e-mFp luxembourg

Justin Bomda adaF / mC2  microbank network Cameroon

Benoit destouChes aga Khan agency for microfinance switzerland

trushna patel aga Khan agency for microfinance switzerland

Caroline RoZieRes agence Française de développement France

philippe seRRes agence Française de développement France

aude FlognY-CatRisse agence Française de développement France

marcus FeddeR agora microfinance partners llp united Kingdom

ines gRamegna agora microfinance partners llp united Kingdom

guus RoZendaal agri-Finance africa netherlands

Wim goRis agri-proFocus netherlands

igor niKeZiC agroinvest montenegro

Florent tRouilleR allen & overy luxembourg luxembourg

nixon Bugo alliance for a green Revolution in africa (agRa) Kenya

Youssef FaWaZ al-majmoua lebanon

Bernard oRnilla alterfin Belgium

sofie desmet alterfin Belgium

hugo CoudeRÉ alterfin Belgium

diana BanuRo alterfin Belgium

david t. Baguma amFiu uganda

anne ContReRas arendt & medernach luxembourg

edouard d’anteRRoChes arendt & medernach luxembourg

matthieu taillandieR arendt & medernach luxembourg

Koenraad VeRhagen argidius Foundation netherlands

Barry Wolde Yohannes asa international nV netherlands

patrick WalleRand attF luxembourg

Yves mathieu attF luxembourg

Josée thYes attF luxembourg

samuel gRand attF luxembourg

Yves deCeuninCK attF luxembourg

michael maY attF luxembourg

Karia BRom attF luxembourg

tisiana Baguet attF luxembourg

oscar BeRnal Banco de Bogotá Colombia

petra segheRs Belgian Bankers academy / participation Fund Belgium

Robert luKaJ Besa Fund albania

grégory Behin Bgl Bnp paribas luxembourg
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Karin sChintgen Bgl Bnp paribas luxembourg

emmanuelle humann Bgl Bnp paribas luxembourg

arturo saRaBia Bio s.a. Belgium

nicolas Blondeau Bio s.a. Belgium

Quentin antoine Bio s.a. Belgium

gustavo FeRRo Blue Rhino Consult BV netherlands

Bert-Jan ottens Blue Rhino Consult BV netherlands

herman aBels Blue Rhino Consult BV netherlands

Robbie hogeRVoRst Blue Rhino Consult BV netherlands

sarah leshneR Blueorchard Finance s.a. usa

marie-anne de Villepin Bnp paribas France

samuel leFeVRe Bnp paribas France

emmanuel de lutZel Bnp paribas / e-mFp France

Bert opdeBeeCK BRs - Belgian Raiffeisen Foundation Belgium

Kurt mooRs BRs - Belgian Raiffeisen Foundation Belgium

alain laigneauX BtC - Belgian technical Cooperation Belgium

artur VaCaRCiuC Business & Finance Consulting (BFC) switzerland

andreas RaithelhuBeR Business & Finance Consulting (BFC) switzerland

teshome daYesso Buusaa gonofaa mFi ethiopia

eta Bate Cameroon Franchise association Cameroon

laura lontZeK Center for microfinance; university of Zurich switzerland

Cécile lapenu Cerise / e-mFp France

Betty WampFleR Cerise / montpellier supagro France

Jessica sChiCKs CeRmi Belgium

ludovic uRgeghe CeRmi - umons Belgium

marion allet CeRmi - umR201 - planet Finance France

isabelle BaRRes CFi / the smart Campaign usa

antonique Koning Cgap Belgium

Jasmina glisoViC Cgap France

mayada el-ZoghBi Cgap France

eric duFlos Cgap France

meritxell maRtineZ Cgap France

tilman ehRBeCK Cgap usa

Xavier Reille Cgap France

Jared penneR ChildFinance netherlands

Bram Van eiJK ChildFinance netherlands

Francis pedRini Citi luxembourg luxembourg

Charles denotte Citi luxembourg luxembourg

safiye oZuYgun Citi microfinance united Kingdom

marjolaine ChaintReau Citi microfinance united Kingdom

erol ÖZBilen Citibank international plc luxembourg

Barry pennill Coinstar money transfer limited united Kingdom

irina ignatieVa Concern Worldwide ireland

omar saVadogo Confédération des institutions Financières  
de l’afrique de l’ouest

Burkina Faso

Comlan ignace doVi Consortium alaFia Bénin

Chiara meneghetti Consorzio etimos italy

maren RiChteR Consultant germany

eric eKue Consultant senegal

pim engels Consultant netherlands

Frans goossens CoRdaid netherlands

sascha noe CoRdaid netherlands

erna KaRReR-Ruedi Credit suisse / e-mFp switzerland

peter Blum samuelsen danish Forum for microfinance denmark

Jes Colding danish Forum for microfinance denmark
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Jean-luc neYens degroof gestion institutionnelle - luxembourg luxembourg

Céline CaRon-dagioni département des Relation exterieures - monaco monaco

andreas WoitZiK deutsche derivate Vermögensverwaltung gmbh switzerland

angus KiRK dFid united Kingdom

nina hildeBRandt dgRV - deutscher genossenschafts- und Raiffeisenverband e.V. germany

paul aRmBRusteR dgRV - deutscher genossenschafts- und Raiffeisenverband e.V. germany

Jérôme FRoissaRt direction de la Coopération internationale monaco

Yordi pasQuieR direction de la Coopération internationale monaco

nina egelhoF dZ privatbank s.a. luxembourg

Charles RuYs each B.V. netherlands

Johann Will eFse/ sal. oppenheim luxembourg

holger ChRist eFse/ sal. oppenheim luxembourg

Claudia ploß-damBaX eFse/ sal. oppenheim luxembourg

melania dinesCu eFse/ sal. oppenheim luxembourg

nawal KeRdougli elseware France

sandra mestRude elseware France

sami Ben aChouR enda tunisia

Camille mouReauX entrepreneurs du monde France

Franck Renaudin entrepreneurs du monde France

Carmen Von nell-BReuning ernst & Young services s.a. luxembourg

guillermo BaQueRo esmt germany

emmanuel moYaRt eu / aCp microfinance programme Belgium

alessandra lustRati european Commission Belgium

stefania Zaninello european Commission Belgium

stefaan pauWels european Commission Belgium

Célestin muRengeZi european Commission / dg europeaid Co-operation office Belgium

Christine gRegoiRe european Fund administration luxembourg

maria Chiara amadoRi european investment Bank luxembourg

marie JaCQuesson european investment Bank luxembourg

isabelle CaBos european investment Bank luxembourg

perrine pouget european investment Bank / e-mFp luxembourg

edvardas Bumsteinas european investment Bank / e-mFp luxembourg

eva sanZ european master in microfinance - solvay university Belgium

niamh WatteRs european microfinance platform luxembourg

Juana RamiReZ european microfinance platform luxembourg

Christoph pausCh european microfinance platform luxembourg

antonia telepina european microfinance programme Belgium

Yann gelisteR european microfinance programme Belgium

enrique hennings Fairtrade labeling organizations - Flo international germany

Klaus mauReR Finance in motion germany

Bonnie BRusKY Focus Conseil et traduction France

maria Cristina negRo Fondazione giordano dell’amore italy

diego dagradi Fondazione giordano dell’amore italy

Carmen gloria lopeZ meZa Fondo esperanza Chile

Calvin milleR Food and agriculture organization of the un italy

Jaime teR linden ForeFinance netherlands

Barbara KleinJohann Frankfurt school of Finance & management germany

Rene RomeRo aRReChaVala Fundeser nicaragua

Renata gaRCia gFa Consulting group germany

diana CoRdes gFa Consulting group germany

Beth RiChaRdson giiRs usa

Jean-luc peRRon grameen Credit agricole microfinance Foundation luxembourg

philippe guiChandut grameen Credit agricole microfinance Foundation luxembourg

pauline angoso grameen Credit agricole microfinance Foundation luxembourg

guillaume lepoutRe gRet France
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Franklin odoemenam grooming microfinance Centre / university of Bielefeld germany

Karen losse gtZ germany

Wolfgang BueCKeR gtZ germany

anne leYmat handicap international France

grégory douCet handicap international France

tesfaye BeFeKadu haRBu microfinance institution ethiopia

lina touCh hattha Kaksekar limited Cambodia

Fabrice aliZadeh heC France

harry Clemens hiVos netherlands

andré oeRtel horus development Finance France

aimery de dineChin iCaR - association internationale de Crédit agricole et Rural France

Ben niJKamp iCCo netherlands

Johannes solF iCCo netherlands

saskia meYnhaRdt iCon-institut private sector germany

Christin dÖRing-maZRaani iCon-institut private sector germany

Roberto CasanoVas idepRo Bolivia

michael hamp iFad italy

miriam CheRogonY iFad Kenya Country office Kenya

Joe RaKotoniRina iFRa - institution Financière de la Région de l’anosY madagascar

soukeyna ndiaYe Ba inafi international senegal

leila Rispens-noel inafi international senegal

david deWeZ incofin investment management Colombia

luce peReZ incofin investment management Belgium

martin heRmanns-CoutuRieR innpaCt s.à r.l. luxembourg

Jami huBBaRd international development law organisation italy

arthur gouJon international development law organisation italy

Birgit galemann international Finance development germany

Bernd BalKenhol international labour organization switzerland

Craig ChuRChill international labour organization switzerland

levan leBanidZe JsC Bank Constanta georgia

Roshaneh ZaFaR Kashf Foundation pakistan

matthias adleR KfW germany

Joaquim ulisses Catinda KixiCrédito angola

Kimanthi mutua K-Rep Bank Kenya

Cesar lopeZ ledC usa

Judith hoFFmann london school of economics luxembourg

Kaspar WansleBen luxembourg microfinance and development Fund luxembourg

marc elVingeR luxembourg microfinance and development Fund luxembourg

laetitia polis luxembourg Round table on microfinance (lRtm) luxembourg

Riccardo petRoCCa luxembourg school of Finance - university of luxembourg italy

malika hamadi luxembourg school of Finance - university of luxembourg luxembourg

sachin s. VanKalas luxembourg school of Finance - university of luxembourg luxembourg

laetitia hamon luxFlag luxembourg

daniel daX luxFlag luxembourg

titus hoRsCh meda - mennonite economic development associates germany

adil sadoQ meda - mennonite economic development associates morocco

laura de VeRe microcredit enterprises France

sead muCiC microcredit Foundation eKi Bosnia-herzegovina

Frances sinha micro-Credit Ratings international limited india

daniel philipp microenergy germany

piotr KoRYnsKi microfinance Centre poland

pius FRiCK microfinance initiative liechtenstein liechtenstein

sophia miChud microfinance international Corporation usa

Benoit monsaingeon microfinance sans Frontières France

alexandra FioRillo microFinance transparency usa
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aldo moauRo microFinanza Rating srl italy

micol guaRneRi microFinanza Rating srl italy

Florence leFeBVRe miCRoFis France

Cyrille paRant miCRoFis France

lama ZaWati microfund for Women Jordan

Véronique FaBeR microinsurance network / ada luxembourg

maarten Van sChoten microned netherlands

Josien sluiJs microned netherlands

damian Von stauFFenBeRg microRate usa

luis Viada microRate usa

Jorma pauKKu ministry for Foreign affairs Finland

scammacca Filippo ministry of Foreign affairs italy

marc BiChleR ministry of Foreign affairs - development Coorperation luxembourg

daniel FeYpel ministry of Foreign affairs - development Coorperation luxembourg

nicole tagheR monaco social Business association monaco

Christophe hoRlait moneytrans Belgium

Kanini mutooni myazimia.org germany

Jean pouit mytransfer / e-mFp luxembourg

Yerom CastRo national Banking and securities Commission mexico

sameh al-mahaRiQ national microfinance Bank Jordan

Joost de la RiVe BoX nedWoRC / terrafina netherlands

ab engelsman netherland platform for microfinance netherlands

hans Van deR Veen netherlands ministry of Foreign affairs netherlands

Judith pauRitsCh oesterreichische entwicklungsbank ag austria

ging ledesma oiKoCRedit netherlands

Robert BRagaR oiKoCRedit netherlands

Fanny RuighaVeR oiKoCRedit netherlands

alejandro silVa omtRiX Costa Rica

anke luCKJa opportunity international germany

Bruno moliJn oxfam novib netherlands

daniela Russo oxfam novib netherlands

michaël Knaute oXus development network France

alexis suRun oXus development network France

marie - annick sinou pamiga France

antoinette guhl pamiga France

selma JahiĆ partner microcredit Foundation Bosnia-herzegovina

dragisa luKiC partner microcredit Foundation Bosnia-herzegovina

gera VooRRips phB development netherlands

philippe BReul phB development Belgium

François Coupienne phB development Belgium

Bram peteRs phB development / de timp Consulting Belgium

pascale geslain VandenBeRg planet Finance France

François duRollet planet Finance / e-mFp France

delphine BaZalgette planet Finance deutschland germany

François doRland planet Finance luxembourg luxembourg

Justino alaRCon planet Finance luxembourg luxembourg

mathieu duBReuil planet guarantee France

emanuelle JaVoY planet Rating France

otto WoRmgooR planet Rating France

Vanessa mendeZ planis France

Ryan KlinghoFFeR pmd Capital management, llC mexico

tanir helaYel pmd Capital management, llC mexico

thomas RausCh pride africa Kenya

Francisco de hoYos paRRa prodesarrollo Finanzas Y microempresa a.C. mexico

Bernard pons pure Capital luxembourg
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Claire CheRpion pwC luxembourg

Valérie aRnold pwC luxembourg

andreas dRossel pwC luxembourg

Judit maRtineZ pasamaR pwC luxembourg

marie-Christine Jetil pwC France

nathalie Close pwC luxembourg

michael de gRoot Rabobank Foundation netherlands

gerard Van deR heiden Rabobank Foundation netherlands

pierre Van hedel Rabobank Foundation / e-mFp netherlands

Julia ReiniCKe responsability social investments ag switzerland

Verónica paola tRuJillo teJada salamanca university spain

snezana andoVa savings house mozhnosti macedonia

hans Ramm swiss agency for development and Cooperation switzerland

emmanuel pondaRd see Consultancy luxembourg

William tuCKeR seep network usa

malith gunaseKaRa shorebank international usa

ebba auRell sida, swedish international development Cooperation 
agency

sweden

Catherine Bellin sChulZ sidi France

anne-sophie Bougouin sidi France

silvia CoRnaCChia sidi France

Camille FRaZZetta sidi France

selwambala Julius CeasaR silver upholders limited (microfinance) uganda

anthony appiah sinapi aba trust ghana

marieke de leede sns asset management netherlands

Rosemarie Jongenelen social microfinance Foundation netherlands

gérard BRasQuet société générale France

marc mees sos Faim Belgium Belgium

laurent Biot sos Faim Belgium Belgium

François legaC sos Faim luxembourg a.s.b.l. luxembourg

thierry deFense sos Faim luxembourg a.s.b.l. luxembourg

ilonka Ruehle sparkassenstiftung für internationale Kooperation germany

niclaus BeRgmann sparkassenstiftung für internationale Kooperation germany

Roland dominiCÉ symbiotics switzerland

Vincent duFResne symbiotics switzerland

mariel mensinK terrafina microfinance netherlands

Cor Wattel terrafina microfinance netherlands

Fedde potJeR terrafina microfinance netherlands

Benoît moulin the treehub luxembourg

andreas heinen thema, université Cergy - pontoise France

John BlieK trias Belgium

geert Van isteRdael trias Belgium

adriaan loeFF triodos Facet BV netherlands

alberic pateR triodos Facet BV netherlands

dana RoeloFs triodos investment management netherlands

Clemens geRteiseR triple Jump netherlands

Jessie gReene triple Jump netherlands

sascha huiJsman triple Jump netherlands

Carol CaRuso triple Jump advisory services netherlands

Ruben de CastRo de laRa tspi development Corporation the philippines

marek hudon ulB / CeRmi Belgium

maria peRdomo united nations Capital development Fund senegal

hanadi tutunJi united nations Capital development Fund usa

david moRRison united nations Capital development Fund usa

Jane giaCaman united nations Relief and Works agency palestine
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davide Castellani university of Bergamo italy

simonetta Chiodi university of Bergamo italy

thilo Klein university of Cambridge united Kingdom

sebastien gRoh university of göttingen germany

armonia pieRantoZZi university of Rome tor Vergata luxembourg

Javier sieRRa pieRna university of salamanca spain

olga BiosCa university of sheffield united Kingdom

david John RiChaRds Veecus France

matthieu ChamBon Virlet avocats luxembourg

anar shahBaZoV Vision Fund azer Credit llC azerbaijan

savoeung Chann Vision Fund Cambodia Cambodia

Carola saBa Women’s World Banking usa

mary ellen isKendeRian Women’s World Banking usa

eno oFoRi-atta Women’s World Banking ghana ghana

Renate KloeppingeR-todd World Bank usa

stephanie geaKe World microfinance Forum geneva switzerland

anne-Françoise leFÈVRe World savings Banks institute / e-mFp Belgium

paola d’angelo luxembourg

Karel Jansen netherlands

anne depaulis France

ana militao portugal

ellen BiRCh spain

Judy BoRneBusCh germany
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fEEdback and statistics
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first time attendees 

55.85 percent of respondents were first-time attendees 
44.14 percent of respondents were previous attendees 

participants directly involved in microfinance 

81.10 percent of respondents were directly involved  
in microfinance 
18.90 percent were not directly involved  
in microfinance 

Members attending 

60.36 percent of respondents were members 
39.63 percent of respondents were non-members 
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Following european microfinance Week 2010, all participants were invited to take part in a satisfaction survey and e-mFp would like 
to share the positive feedback received from the 111 respondents.

days spent at the conference 

8.11 percent of survey respondents  
spent one day at the conference 
44.14 percent of survey respondents 
spent two days at the conference 
47.74 percent of survey respondents  
spent three days at the conference 
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Quality of the conference organisation 

62.16 percent of survey respondents  
thought the conference organisation was excellent 
27.02 percent of survey respondents  
thought the conference organisation was very good 
7.21 percent of survey respondents  
thought the conference organisation was good 
3.61 percent of survey respondents  
thought the conference organisation was average 
0 percent of survey respondents  
thought the conference organisation was below average 

satisfaction with conference materials 

63.06 percent of survey respondents  
were very satisfied with the conference materials 
34.23 percent of survey respondents  
were satisfied with the conference materials 
2.70 percent of survey respondents  
were not satisfied with the conference materials 

satisfaction with conference facilities 

85.58 percent of survey respondents were very satisfied with 
the conference facilities 
11.71 percent of survey respondents were satisfied with the 
conference facilities 
2.70 percent of survey respondents were not satisfied with the 
conference facilities 

0 20 40 60 80 100%

will return next year

will not return next year

were undecided

participation next year 

75.67 percent of respondents will return next year 
2.70 percent of respondents will not return next year 
21.62 percent of respondents were undecided
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satisfaction with the speakers 

29.72 percent of survey respondents thought  
the speakers were excellent 
36.03 percent of survey respondents thought  
the speakers were very good 
27.02 percent of survey respondents thought  
the speakers were good 
7.20 percent of survey respondents thought  
the speakers were average 
0 percent of survey respondents thought  
the speakers were below average 

satisfaction with the moderation 

32.43 percent of respondents thought  
the moderation was excellent 
28.82 percent of respondents thought  
the moderation was very good 
28.82 percent of respondents thought  
the moderation was good 
9.01 percent of respondents thought  
the moderation was average 
0 percent of respondents thought  
the moderation was below average
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Were the conference staff helpful and courteous?

87.38 percent of survey respondents said the conference staff  
were alWaYs helpful and courteous 
12.61 percent of survey respondents said the conference staff  
were mostlY helpful and courteous 
0 percent of survey respondents said the conference staff  
were onlY sometimes helpful and courteous 
0 percent of survey respondents said the conference staff  
were not at all helpful and courteous 
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Below are some comments on what participants  
appreciated about european microfinance Week 
2010

(thank you to martin Kinsella & associates for sponsoring the survey)

“perfect organisation 
(especially compared to 
commercial organisers)”

“good balance between 
interactive sessions and 
plenary sessions”

“Very stimulating  
topics, very  
motivating”

“excellent quality 
of presentations”

“networking  
opportunities 
were fantastic”

“Congratulations to 
the organisers for 
their great work!”

“e-mFp does well  
in picking up topical 
issues”

“the conference  
organization was  
excellent and the staff 
were exceptionally 
helpful”

“sessions allowed great 
Q&a and interactions 
with audience”

“great opportunity to meet 
many people with whom 
we might collaborate in 
future.”

“plaza was a useful  
opportunity to 
network”

“the topics were very 
good, the sessions  
were very interesting 
and challenging.”

“i got to meet  
many relevant  
people”

“Very interesting sessions 
and a good opportunity 
to network”
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EuropEan MicrofinancE platforM

the european microfinance platform [e-mFp] was founded formally in 2006. e-mFp  
is a growing network of over 130 organisations and individuals active in the area of 
microfinance. its principal objective is to promote co-operation amongst european 
microfinance bodies working in developing countries, by facilitating communication 
and the exchange of information. it is a multi-stakeholder organisation representative 
of the european microfinance community. e-mFp members include banks, financial 
institutions, government agencies, ngos, consultancy firms, researchers and 
universities.

e-mFp’s vision is to become the microfinance focal point in europe linking with  
the south through its members. 

Executive secretariat

Christoph pausch, executive secretary
niamh Watters, information officer
Juana Ramírez, microfinance expert

european microfinance platform (e-mFp) 
2 rue sainte Zithe 
l-2763 luxembourg 
contact@e-mfp.eu 
www.e-mfp.eu
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